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playing the White 
Stag of Narnia in 
the 2014 Senior 
School production.

conTriBuTions To well red 
The editor welcomes contributions from the Mentone Girls’ Grammar School community. Please send articles via email to 
wellred@mentonegirls.vic.edu.au and ensure that any photographs are sent at the resolution of 300dpi. We will 
endeavour to include information provided to us in the next edition of well RED, however we do not guarantee publication.

A Bold Vision
Our vision to be a leading contemporary Australian school with 
an international outlook has taken us in exciting new directions, 
building global alliances and developing our curriculum to help 
each Mentone Girl become a true global citizen. In addition 
to the strong foundations we are laying in the Junior School 
through the International Baccalaureate, we have continued 
working closely with Deakin University to encourage the 
development of intercultural understanding and competence 
in our students, key attributes of a global citizen. 

Our highly innovative Year 9 international curriculum has 
provided students with even more opportunities to expand 
their horizons, with an increased number of new electives and 
practical ways to put their learning into action with indigenous 
Australians in Darwin, with scientists in Malaysia and with 
friends from our Chinese sister school in Beijing. They have 
begun reflecting on these through the new Future Global 
Leaders’ initiative, which is a multi-year award program designed 
to connect them with their peers locally and around the world 
to ‘make a difference’ and have an impact in their communities. 

This year, Mentone Girls’ Grammar became the first school 
in the world to achieve the highly esteemed International 
Certificate from the Council of International Schools (CIS), 
affirming our world-class curriculum and demonstrating our 
international outlook. 

This recognition of our dedication to a global education is 
a remarkable milestone for our School. The process has 
already resulted in many positive outcomes, including the 
development of a school-wide definition of Global Citizenship, 
innovative curriculum mapping, a deeper understanding 
of providing evidence of learning, new assessment and 
reporting processes, collaborative uses of information and 
communications technology (ICT), and excellent staff, 
student and community engagement. This work is putting 
our School on the cutting-edge of innovation, with other 
schools in Australia and around the world set to learn from 
our experiences. Importantly, it is helping our Mentone Girls 
develop the skills and attributes to be internationally-minded 
in a connected economy, so critical for their future.

Enterprising Role Models 
As a school, one of our strategic goals is to deliver an excellent 
WAVES learning experience. The ‘E’ in WAVES signifies 
‘Enterprise’ which is an important attribute for our students’ 
development. This year, we have encouraged our junior 

‘Kidpreneurs’ to embark on entrepreneurial projects. We are 
supporting them in many aspects including financial literacy 
and have recently achieved status as an ASIC MoneySmart 
School, recognising our success in growing financial literacy and 
money management for young people. Through our skilled 
delivery of this national program, our students are learning 
about the concepts of planning, spending, saving, donating and 
investing, and their rights and responsibilities as consumers.

Following on from our School Enterprise Awards program 
launched for staff in 2013, our new Enterprise Awards for 
students and Old Girls were launched this year by the 
School Foundation to provide an opportunity for aspiring 
entrepreneurs to realise their vision, and support them on 
their path to making it a reality. Senior students were also 
offered a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity this year to accompany 
me to visit the world’s entrepreneurial giants in San Francisco. 
Through the generosity of a School family, this sensational 
prize was awarded to a deserving Year 12 student, Stephanie 
Siomos. It was such a rewarding experience for Stephanie  
and for me, which you can read more about on page 17. 

More great role models in our community were highlighted at 
our Remarkable Women event. Read more about their inspiring 
stories in this edition of well RED. They give us just a glimpse 
of the thousands of Old Girls who are proud of their Mentone 
education that specialises in giving girls the confidence and the 
opportunities to believe in themselves and to find their unique 
path in life. I thank them for the important part they play in 
preserving the School’s great reputation, now and for the future. 

Wellbeing Innovations 
As our School curriculum continues to evolve to deliver a 
leading, contemporary education, so too must our learning 
environment. This year, we unveiled our fantastic new building, 
the Wellbeing Centre, which has been purposefully designed 
to co-locate our School’s Health Centre and Psychologist, 
together with our Physical Education and Sports departments. 
This provides the opportunity for expert staff across the 
School to collaborate on supporting the physical, emotional 
and spiritual wellbeing of our students. 

The adjoining Health and Psychology consulting suites offer 
our students privacy, while encouraging a holistic approach 
to healthcare. The new Mind Body Studio is used for a 
variety of practical classes relating to ‘healthy body, healthy 
mind’, ranging from healthy eating and Mindfulness training, 
to life education discussions, and the Fitness Gym offers a 
range of strength and conditioning equipment. 

conTenTs Message froM The PrinciPal

Fran Reddan

Great Expectations AND…  
a 115 Year Journey of Excellence
A journey of 115 years begins with a single step. For our School, that first bold step in  
1899 was one on the ‘road less travelled’ and ever since, our School has been pushing  
social boundaries, striving for gender equality and rising boldly to the challenges of each 
decade to deliver on our Mission to provide the best education for girls. It has been  

a journey of creation, dedication and excellence and we pay tribute to the succeeding generations of students, staff,  
parents, Principals and School Council leaders who have been responsible for the continuing success of the School today.

On our special 115th anniversary, I warmly invite you to join us on the journey of celebrating another successful year,  
one filled with an enormous sense of gratitude for a wonderful community and for the opportunity to make a difference to our 
Mentone Girls and their families. As you will see in these pages, our students have travelled outward, exploring new learning 
and taking intrepid experiences in the classroom and beyond, as well as taking journeys to the interior, learning to reflect, to 
understand themselves, their emotions and their wellbeing. 

The road To success
we congratulate our class of 2013 
...who continued the tradition of VCE excellence at our 
School. These results are a reflection of the hard work  
put in by students and their teachers over many years  
in all critical areas of learning. 

We are particularly delighted when students achieve or 
surpass their personal expectations which are not always 
reflected in an ATAR score. Our results are particularly 
pleasing considering we are a non-selective entry school  
and welcome students of all talents and abilities.

highlights from the class of 2013
• 100% of our students attained their VCE
• Dux for 2013 achieved an ATAR of 99.8
• 6.78% of the class achieved ATARs of 99+
• 25.42% of the class achieved ATARs of 95+
• 42.37% of the class achieved ATARs of 90+
• 64.41% of the class achieved ATARs of 80+
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The Wellbeing Centre offers so many learning benefits to 
our students, helping to service our priority on wellbeing and 
reinforce positive education. I thank and congratulate everyone 
who has helped to make this exciting project a reality.

This year also marked the inaugural Sports Excellence Camp, 
taking a group of our finest athletes to the Gold Coast to 
experience a state-of-the-art coaching facility and to mix with 
the professionals. This annual Camp aims to provide a range 
of benefits and opportunities to our students, with a natural 
progression of steady improvement in the School’s sporting 
performance. It is also an important component of encouraging 
girls to learn how to compete at high level and strive for 
excellence, build the resilience to manage setbacks, and to do 
this in a way that honours their unique perspectives as girls.

Excellence in Action
We see excellence in action every day at our School, but 
it is especially exciting to see students celebrated for their 
achievements outside the School as well. Four students 
received 2013 Premier’s VCE Awards in a ceremony held this 
year, ranking our School as the highest in the state for the 
number of students to receive this great honour, based on size.

The Premier’s VCE Award is one of the most prestigious 
honours that students can receive for their studies. 
This selective prize is awarded to students who have 
demonstrated outstanding academic achievement in their 
subject area. These students have been passionate and 
committed, willing to go the extra mile with their teachers 
to make the most of their education – and it shows.

Current Year 12 students, Anjali Nambiar and Kelsey Holden, 
received awards for Health and Human Development  
and Dance VCE VET respectively. Graduates from 2013,  
Maya George and Emily So, received their awards for  
Legal Studies and English, respectively.

This spread of excellence demonstrates the quality of 
education we provide and the learning ecosystem we 
maintain to support our students to achieve across the 
board. We are so proud of these students for their 
dedication to their schooling, and it excites me that  
these, and many other of our remarkable women, 
will be out in the workforce before  
we know it making  
an impact on  
the world  
with their 
commitment, 
enthusiasm and 
industrious 
work ethic. 
I can just 
imagine 
what  
they will 
achieve!

The Journey Continues
Over the years, we have seen major changes from buildings 
and uniforms to community attitudes and the social change 
that comes with each new generation. As a school, it is the 
journey we have taken over the past 115 years on the ‘road less 
travelled’ that has ensured we are at the forefront of education. 

This publication showcases the remarkable learning 
experiences of our Mentone Girls and some of the ways 
in which we have provided a challenging, supportive and 
personalised learning environment for them. In a world of 
mass production and mass schooling, we have been doing 
things outside the norm; we have been creating, not just 
replicating, and we continue to provide a unique style of 
education that provides unparalleled opportunities for girls. 
With a very supportive School Council, a very committed 
team of staff and a positive school community, we have 
achieved so much together, and it is humbling and gratifying 
to have been recognised for this on a global scale.

With a strong sense of purpose we continue to stand the test 
of time and, with you, remain committed to our Mission to 
provide the best possible education for young women, our 
remarkable women. Thank you for sharing the journey with us.

Mrs fran reddan 
Principal

A Note of Thanks
I would like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to  
Mr Dale Seymour, our President of Council, who has 
been instrumental in helping us to drive our great 
expectations strategic priorities in this our 115th 
anniversary year. Dale will be stepping down from 
Council at the end of this year after more than nine 
years of dedicated service, and seeing his three daughters 
through the School. We have been very fortunate to have 
Dale’s expertise, wisdom, strong leadership and support, 
particularly in his role as President this past year.  
On a personal note, I have valued Dale’s guidance,  

astute insights and unique sense of humour 
as we have worked with Council to 

shape the future of our School  
over the last nine years. We thank  
him for his dedication, passion  

and commitment to our School.  
We congratulate current Vice 

President, Mr Jesco d'Alquen,  
who will be 
stepping up  
to take on the 
exciting role 
of President of 
Council from 
2015. We very 
much look 

forward to 
continuing 
our journey 
together.

This year, I am thrilled 
to report that our 
School has taken 
great strides in driving 
our Vision to be a 
leading contemporary 
Australian school with  
an international outlook.

We have seen significant developments in our building and 
assets, curriculum innovations and a world first accreditation.

The Board of Directors would like to extend their 
congratulations to the Principal, Mrs Fran Reddan, her Executive 
leadership team and all members of staff for being the first 
school in the world to achieve the Council of International 
Schools (CIS) International Certificate. This tremendous 
accomplishment elevates our School onto the world stage  
and provides life-long benefits to our Mentone Girls.

The School Council has also been delighted to welcome 
new members to our team this year, including Mr Jesco 
d’Alquen as our new Vice President and Council members, 
Ms Lucy Best-Jenkins, Mr Scott Phillips and Mr Ross 
Symons. Collectively, we have great intellectual capacity 
and experience on the Council, and together have been 
working to support the School’s Executive team to provide 
governance for our business operations and develop 
strategies for growth, strength and security, as well as 
delivering excellence in education.

In 2014, the School has again exceeded expectations  
in a number of key measurables including:
•  The celebration of the School’s 115th anniversary and 

important work in the documentation of its history.
•  Continued leadership development, challenge  

and support of a first-rate workforce.
•  Major improvements in technology for  

educational delivery.
• Innovative Enterprise and global initiatives.
•  Strategic projects for contemporary, leading-edge 

services in the Kerferd Library.
• Continued enhancement of the School’s infrastructure. 

We also enjoy a stable financial position and remain 
competitive in an aggressive market.

This year, we were delighted to have special guest  
Therese Joyce, Manager, Centre for Positive Psychology, 
University of Melbourne, open our new Wellbeing Centre 
at a fantastic event attended by many members of the 
School and wider community. This new facility enhances  
the visibility of our strategic priority on wellbeing, and offers 
students a dedicated space to practise Mindfulness, keep 
active and access our School’s dedicated health services. 
This significant enhancement of our facilities will serve to 
complement our comprehensive wellbeing focus, a major 
ingredient in the making of strong, confident Mentone Girls. 
We are excited to see the students using this space and 
making it their own hub for health and wellbeing.

Your Board remains committed to the Strategic Plan with 
improvements to the Junior School outdoor area and 
discussions for Phase 2 of our Wellbeing Centre underway.  
Due to the increased number of students and the pressures 
on our swimming program, we have begun preliminary 
investigations regarding the development of an undercover 
Aquatic Centre as part of the Wellbeing Centre Phase 2 project.

I wish to thank all Council members for their continued 
dedication to the prosperous future of this remarkable 
school. My thanks extend to everyone who is associated with 
the School, in particular our parent community and Parents’ 
Association, Old Girls’ Club and our fantastic students and 
staff, all of whom contribute so much to our success. 

Best wishes to all for another fantastic year ahead. 

Mr dale seymour 
President, School Council

Dale Seymour

Therese Joyce, Fran Reddan  

     & Lucy Best-Jenkins

Message froM The PrinciPal council news

scan to experience  
our wellbeing centre
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I Remember That!
With our time at Mentone Girls’ Grammar rapidly coming to 
a close, Cobbalanna has been filled with laughter and cries 
of “I remember that!” as the Year 12 cohort reflects on their 
time at school. 

From our memories of school camps – the joys and horrors – 
to moments of comedic relief in class, we have all spent time 
casting our minds back to some of our favourite days spent 
with one another. It has become clear that there are more 
than we can count! We, as a cohort, can say that we have 
ridden the rollercoaster that is school life: the highs being the 
joys of House Events, time spent with friends and involvement 
in co-curricular activities, which become all the more 
enjoyable in the wake of a low period of challenges. This sense 
of nostalgia has certainly permeated our final weeks at school.

But it would be remiss to suggest that we have been spending 
the close of our school lives simply reminiscing; rather, in light of 
our past as young girls, we are looking to what lies ahead, ready 
to step out into the world as independent, bold and, dare I say 
it, remarkable women with an incredible journey ahead.

I can say with conviction that the Class of 2014 is ready to 
face the future, and we have the extraordinary staff and 
nurturing environment that this School has provided to 

thank for this. It has been my utmost pleasure to share 
my schooling with these inspiring girls, and indeed, serve 
the School this year in my capacity as Head Girl. The past 
15 years have been exceptional, and for that, I know I will 
always hold Mentone Girls’ Grammar dear to my heart. 

evangelia dendrinos 
Head Girl

Our Leadership Journey
I realised this year that being privileged with a role in the 
Student Executive, you are given the opportunity to grow so 
much more as a person than you would have ever imagined. 
It’s something of a cliché to even say that this is a cliché, 
but being a part of the leadership team has broadened my 
mindset and changed me for the better in terms of self-
confidence (which I had previously lacked), and willingness  
to help others (which I have to say could have been better). 

People always seem to talk about the impact you can have 
on other people as a leader, and the exciting changes you 
can engender as someone in a position of power. Yet, now 
as I re-evaluate, I believe that what is often forgotten is 
the difference that it can make within yourself as you grow 

into someone else through your leadership experiences. 
However, this is true for all experiences, and it is something 
intrinsic in the Year 12 rite of passage that we slowly mature 
into fully-fledged school leavers ready for the new adventures 
and challenges ahead. As student leaders, the responsibilities 
we have been given and the lessons we have learned will 
serve us well in the future. 

This year, I have learned a great many things and seek to 
always keep learning. I have seen the power of positive 
change as we have grown from girls into young women, and 
I hope that I will be able to bring that momentum of change 
with me into the future as I continue to learn and grow.

Jia-yi ong 
Deputy Head Girl

More than an Education
Mentone Girls’ Grammar has meant more to me than just 
a school. I have been able to fly to America and Europe, 
been given opportunities to develop my own passions 
and enterprise projects, and spent valuable time with the 
girls, parents and community members who make up the 
Mentone Girls’ Grammar family. I will walk away at the end of 
this year knowing that I have received more than a textbook 
education, but an education that has made me more 
compassionate, more knowledgeable, more caring of the 
world around me and of the people who live in it who are 
fighting for the basic human right to be educated themselves. 
My education has made me the person I am today.

I cannot express my gratitude and love for all the people 
who have supported me, cried with me, and experienced 

incredible highs with just two simple words, but I will try: 
thank you! To my Home Group Tutor, Year 12 teachers and 
Mrs Jo Frost, the second mum of Cobbalanna, thank you for 
providing the inspiration and care that you have shown me 
this year. And to the Class of 2014, I know you will go on to 
do amazing things with your lives, wherever the future takes 
you because, as always, your life is what you make of it.

On behalf of Evangelia, Jia-Yi and I, best wishes and good  
luck to the new Head Girl, Michaela R and her deputies, 
Maddie R and Jessie K, who I know are more than capable  
to take over the reigns as your Student Executive of 2015.

caroline wang 
Deputy Head Girl

Evangelia Dendrinos (middle)          Jia-Yi Ong (right) &          Caroline Wang (left)
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Dulcie Boling is a legend of the 
Australian media industry. Her avant 
garde approach initiated a more 
contemporary agenda for women’s 
media and left a formidable legacy.
As the former Editor-in-Chief of New Idea, she has gone 
head to head with some of the fiercest competitors in 
the Australian media industry. She was one of Rupert 
Murdoch’s top executives, risked the ire of the British 
monarchy by publishing the scandalous ‘Camillagate’ tapes, 
and even managed to stare down the formidable Kerry 
Packer when he challenged her decision to move New Idea 
into supermarkets. The move was an outstanding success, 
and the Packer organisation swiftly followed.

A few years into her editorship, with New Idea’s circulation 
and advertising revenue increasing rapidly, the seemingly 
indomitable Women’s Weekly switched to a monthly format. 
By 1975, Dulcie began the slow and subtle changes updating 
a tired, traditional homemaker magazine for women into 
magazine history, a publishing giant, selling a million plus 
copies per week by the late 80s, proudly wearing the 
slogan, ‘the best selling weekly magazine for women in  
the world (per capita)’. 

Elizabeth Dulcie Boling always wanted to be a journalist. 
“My mother worked very hard to send me to a private 
school at secondary level, and I wanted to make the best of 
every opportunity. I was so excited to become the youngest 
House Captain (Kent) at Mentone Girls’ Grammar, and 
later a prefect. Principal, Miss Jeannie McCowan, had a 
powerful influence on my formative years. She was an 
intellectual, an early feminist, and was an outstanding 
role model, quite unique at the time. My mother and 
grandmother were the dominant forces in the family.  
By the time I left school I had no idea men ran everything... 
it was too late to change!”

Dulcie continued to excel at school but, burning for a  
start in journalism, secured a position as a copy girl at  
The Herald and Weekly Times, and began work just before 
her fifteenth birthday. She completed her Matriculation 
certificate (sixth form) at night school the year she turned 
16 while working full time, and gained both a coveted  
four-year journalism cadetship, and entry to the  
Melbourne University two-year Diploma of Journalism.

At 19, she married her childhood sweetheart, John Boling. 
She took ‘time off’ to have a family, raising two beautiful 
girls, Kate and Emma, born 16 months apart, returning to 
work part time at her local newspaper when her youngest 
was eight. The family was living in Sydney when Dulcie 
joined New Idea as their only national staff writer.

“I loved it, writing and chasing my own stories, but like 
most working women, I found it difficult juggling full time 

work and motherhood. After two years I was offered the 
role of Deputy Editor at head office in Melbourne, a great 
career opportunity.”

This was a key move for Dulcie which sparked her meteoric 
rise to the top. Within three years she was promoted 
through the ranks to Chairman and Chief Executive of the 
once little known publishing house Southdown Press, later 
Pacific Magazines and Printing, which had become invaluable 
to the News Corp giant, and one of Rupert Murdoch’s most 
important revenue streams. 

Dulcie left her executive role in the magazine group early  
in 1996 after 15 years editing New Idea, ten of those years in 
the double role as Chief Executive, to take up the coveted 
seat on the Seven Network board, representing News’  
15 percent shareholding. 

“I was told the board seat was 
earmarked ‘for one of the boys’  
so the feminist in me bit back,  
I lobbied hard, and got the seat, 
with the firm backing of my very 
bemused boss, Rupert Murdoch.”
The early years at Seven were very tough and confronting 
until the emergence of brilliant new shareholder, media 
mogul, Kerry Stokes, who ultimately transformed a 
floundering television station into the mining/media 
conglomerate, Seven Group Holdings, now one of 
Australia’s top 100 companies. 

Dulcie has also served on several corporate boards and 
was a long term director of the Mental Health Research 
Institute and the Australian Cancer Institute, plus many 
other not-for-profit boards. She also mentors women in 
business to help them achieve their aspirations. 

“It’s hard to advise young people today in this rapidly 
changing world. The best advice I can give is to know  
your job very well. Train hard, work hard, and let it be 
known. Do some lateral thinking to see how you can do 
better, and always ask for advice.”

Dulcie, now in her mid-seventies, lives in Melbourne, and 
heads to Sydney regularly for work. She is very close to 
her daughters, travels overseas regularly, and has broad 
interests in theatre, music and art, especially the  
National Academy of Music in Melbourne.

Dulcie Boling 
Media Icon

sTudenT leadershiP reMarKaBle woMen

Dulcie BolingDulcie
Boling1949
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“Language is the basis of civilisation. The things we can do with language are 
astonishing; from basic communication to articulating the depth of our soul.  
That is what literature can do for us.” Shannon Boyle, Head of English

Sowing the Seeds of Literacy
In the early years of schooling, it is vital to establish strong 
foundation skills in reading and writing to help instil a love 
of literacy and build confidence in our students. This year, 
our Junior School has been focused on words through 
an enterprising initiative driven by Year 1 teacher, Leah 
Opie. Leah was the first staff recipient of the School’s new 
Enterprise Award, with a project to undertake unique 
research and development in the area of spelling. 

Leah and her colleagues have utilised the substantial award 
to engage world class presenter, literacy expert and author, 
David Hornsby, to work in partnership with the Junior 
School creating a spelling curriculum unique to Mentone 
Girls’ Grammar. The curriculum that has been created under 
David’s guidance is one that aims to differentiate spelling  
for our students, to more explicitly link spelling to meaning,  
and assist our students in achieving beyond national 
benchmarks in literacy.

Leah says that many schools continue to use commercial text 
books to deliver their spelling programs which is believed 

to be a ‘one size fits 
all’ approach. These 

programs focus 
on one spelling 

strategy which 
can be limiting 
and unlikely 
to meet the 
needs of 
spellers at 
different 
stages  

of their learning and development. She goes on to  
explain that our spelling curriculum is based around five  
core strategies, and has the breadth and depth to cater  
for all students. Leah continues.

“Walking through our Junior School, our focus on spelling 
words in a meaningful context is very evident. In the Early 
Learning Centre (ELC), our youngest wordsmiths are busy 
learning and using new vocabulary through both their 
play-based and structured learning experiences. ELC staff 
enhance the girls’ understanding of the various sound and 
visual patterns found in words.

“Preps are immersed quickly into a world of words as they 
begin taking readers home each night and writing their 
own sentences. Prep teachers provide structured learning 
sessions to introduce the 44 sounds of the English language 
and their most ‘friendly’ spellings. In Year 1, students 
study the various letters and letter combinations that can 
represent sounds in words, looking at less common digraphs, 
blends, ‘onset’ and ‘rime’. Teachers draw upon text from 
story books projected onto the interactive whiteboard to 
highlight spelling patterns for the girls to explore and learn. 

“In Year 2, students are becoming more proficient in their 
spelling skills. Their awareness of visual and sound patterns 
is consolidated during the year, and spelling rules and 
generalisations are explicitly taught. Staff use high quality 
literature to draw out material that highlights how words 
change depending on the grammatical context; for example, 
when they are used in different tenses or change into plural 
form. In Years 3 & 4, students are writing their own texts 
across a variety of genres. Each week the girls explore the 
genre through rich and authentic literature that is often 
related to their Units of Inquiry. They plan, create and 
present their own examples of each genre in written  
and digital forms. 

“In Years 5 & 6, the girls become more familiar with 
the morphemes, or meaning units, that form many 

of our words. The girls focus on words directly 
related to their Units of Inquiry and explore 

the historical roots, meanings, prefixes 
and suffixes of spelling words.  

At this stage, students are ready 
and excited to take the next 

step in their journey as they 
explore more complex 

language and texts in 
our Senior School.” 

Growing a Love of Literature
Building on the fundamentals, our senior English staff drive 
literacy by exposing students to a broad range of texts at 
each year level, and a variety of different formats in which 
they can be studied. Under the direction of our dynamic 
Head of English, Shannon Boyle, our English program aims to 
promote the importance of language and stories in the digital 
world as a means of exploring culture and identity and, of 
course, develop imagination. Shannon explains. 

“Year 7s start with the traditional novel form of Mahtab’s Story 
before moving on to the visually rich film text, Coraline.  
They are then introduced to everyone’s favourite curmudgeon, 
Mr Scrooge, from A Christmas Carol. The Year 12s have also 
studied Dickens’ text this year, but of course with a different 
focus to that of the Year 7s. It has made for some rich and 
entertaining discussions between the year levels.

“Year 8 has a distinctly Australian flavour with The Sapphires, 
providing insight into Indigenous culture in the late ‘60s.  
The Invisible Hero and Growing Up Asian in Australia at Year 9, 
seek to generate considerations of identity and culture in 
modern suburban Australia. Year 10 takes this exploration  
to an international level as students look at the often vast 
gulf between appearance and reality in Changeling and 
Caleb’s Crossing, as well as learning to see the world through 
the idiosyncratic view of an autistic teen in The Curious 
Incident of the Dog in the Night-time. 

“Using quite different contexts, the girls study two of 
Shakespeare’s most famous tragedies: Romeo and Juliet in 
Year 9 and Macbeth in Year 11. Romeo and Juliet is always a 
favourite as the students compare and contrast the different 
film versions with the text, plus an interactive incursion 
that has actors getting students on stage to help tease out 
some of the issues that are explored. Coupled with their 
exploration of romance versus realism in Dead Poets Society, 
they have ample opportunity to explore the use of emotion 
as a storytelling device. This is further enhanced through their 
exploration of Romantic poetry in Year 9, as they learn to 
understand this purest of expressions of concentrated feeling. 

“Another classic for the Year 11s is an exploration of the 
dangers of the unexamined life through the seminal text on 
the American Dream, The Great Gatsby, which is sometimes 
painfully relevant to contemporary Australian society.

“It is always exciting for us to see understanding, imagination 
and expression grow in our students, highlighted by this 
wonderful example from Year 8 student Milleena C:” 

Year 4 students Charlie T,  Alannah J & Ellie W

“Blood spurted like a volcano on its eruption date, cascading the nutrient rich 
redness down into our open mouths. Others started the same process of eating
and consuming their hearts, still beating as they ripped them out of their chests. 
I couldn’t help but move away from the gore towards the door, tripping over 
two bare feet to meet the cold, grey ground. I was lifted by his arms as we 
trudged outside, emerging as survivors. We knelt near a river as we cleaned the 
drying metallic taste from our mouths. In the shining reflection, we saw black 
eyes in an endless pool of distrust. Immediately, we shot away from each other,
crouching in the shadows.”

Power of words

Shannon Boyle
Head of English
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The Art of making STEM
When global giants such as Google state in their employment policy that they are, “less concerned about grades and transcripts and 
more interested in how you think,” we know that the graduate market is changing. We cannot ignore world class institutes like the 
Rhode Island School of Design that actively promotes the concept of STEAM, and “remains committed to the belief that the arts 
and design, in concert with fields like science and technology, will bring about the global innovation needed in the 21st century.”

The Arts offer immeasurable benefits to students when integrated as part of a well-rounded education. When the scientific 
disciplines, together with technological advances, creative expression and enterprise collide, it is exciting indeed. As a school, we 
are continuously pushing the boundaries of how we teach all of these disciplines to cultivate the next generation of entrepreneurs, 
thought leaders and idea creators. 

The Arts, like all other subject areas, does not and should not stand alone. Industries of the future are going to need graduates who 
can couple a creative mind with technical knowledge to develop solutions to complex problems. Society can no longer afford to 
polarise students as ‘artsy’ or ‘academic’; they need to be a measure of both. Our future leaders will need to have the technical skills to 
understand the complex issues facing humanity, as well as the creativity to think outside the square, to think brilliantly, and to solve them. 

Teamwork and Discovery 
Buoyancy, absorption, chemical reactions, force, and motion are just some of the concepts our Pre Preps investigated through 
their Term 3 PYP Unit of Inquiry this year. Each fortnight, our specialist early years’ teachers planned a scientific investigation that 
the girls were required to examine in their groups. They learned how to work together by sharing, taking turns, negotiating roles, 
listening and communicating, while at the same time being exposed to the wonderful world of Science. 

Experiments included a trip to the beach to investigate absorption, testing buoyancy in the School pool, a hands-on science 
incursion to explore chemical reactions, and creating air cannons to explore force and motion. 

Pre Prep teachers, Amanda Hood and Leah Milligan, were delighted by the enthusiasm of the students and their ability to verbalise 
their understandings. They said the Unit of Inquiry had enabled the students to participate in a variety of rich and meaningful 
inquiry-based experiences that encompassed all of the desired learning and development outcomes.

Brain Training
To further extend our curriculum focus on brain training 
activities that help develop critical thinking and collaborative 
problem solving skills, the Junior School has introduced  
Chess and Robotics programs after school.

In our new Queen’s Chess Club, students from Prep to  
Year 6 have been learning the fundamentals of the game of chess 
which has demonstrated benefits in terms of brain development 
that can result in improved creative thinking, memory, planning 
and foresight skills. In our Roboworld Academy for students 
in Years 3 – 6, students have been undertaking a combination 
of programming, mechanical engineering and electronics. This 
program has been fantastic at encouraging our girls into the 
world of engineering while fostering team collaboration and 
social skills through interactive play. 

Each year, students from Year 8 who are part of our 
advanced SAIL (Supporting Advanced & Independent 
Learners) Mathematics program, participate in the global 
CANstruction competition. Students from around the world 
are required to navigate the principles of engineering in order 
to create a visually stimulating sculpture from cans of food. 

This year, with the assistance of current parent and Engineer, 
Heather Wardlaw, the SAIL students developed a moving 
target with the caption ‘Poverty – A weapon of mass 
destruction’ as part of the 2014 competition theme of Poverty 
– STOP! Their innovative design included a moving centrepiece 
synchronised to an iPad for sound effects inside two coloured 
rings, which won them the award for the best use of labels. 

In our SAIL Music program, selected students in Years 5 & 6 
are offered the opportunity to participate in this advanced 
program that provides enrichment in the area of music 
performance. Students have the opportunity to work in  
a small group with an expert music tutor, focusing on new 
challenges and experiences that enhance and expand their 
musicianship, solo performance and ensemble skills. 

They also rehearse as an ensemble under the guidance of one 
of our Staff Conductors, Gerald Keuneman, whose impressive 
musical background includes performing as a cellist in the 
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra (MSO) for many years.

Kidpreneur Champions
After attending the Halogen Foundation Young Leaders’ 
Conference earlier in the year, the Junior School House 
Captains decided to enter the Club Kidpreneur $50 
Challenge. The Challenge is designed to inspire 8 – 12 year 
olds from Australia and New Zealand to create their own 
micro-enterprises and raise funds for their favourite charity, 
social cause or their school community with over $100,000  
of prizes to be won for students and their schools.  

In keeping with our long history of pioneering women and 
our focus on Enterprise through our WAVES priorities 
(Wellbeing, Achievement, Values, Enterprise, Success), we are 
building a culture of enterprise and supporting our students 
to become the next generation of entrepreneurs. We value 
enterprising behaviours because they are the building blocks 
of entrepreneurialism, and the future of big ideas. 

The Kidpreneur Challenge supports this by encouraging 
creativity, entrepreneurship and personal development, as 
well as financial literacy, business management and marketing, 
Congratulations to our House Captains, Carley G, Olivia 
E, Matisse W, Imogen G, Ella H, Lucie K, Maddisyn D and 
Wangshu M, who spent a considerable amount of time  
making and marketing their products ready to sell during 
MoneySmart Week. 

We are delighted that together Maddisyn and Wangshu 
were awarded the best Kidpreneur project in Australia. 
An amazing achievement and we applaud them for their 
enterprising spirit!
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‘STEAM’ is a growing international concept that many believe could be a 
natural progression from ‘STEM’ to include the Arts in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics. With many of the most esteemed professionals  
in these industries fostering their creativity and innovation through the Arts,  
it could harbour great benefits for education to nurture this link, something 
we already achieve in many ways in practice, if not in name.

full sTeM ahead

VCE Unit 1 Biology students donned their lab coats and got 
serious about Science during their recent visit to the prestigious 
Gene Technology Access Centre (GTAC). The Centre is designed 
to deliver world class education programs in cell and molecular 
biology that promote excellence and innovation in learning.  
Year 10 student, Yasmin Yawari reports on their experiences:

Gene Technology Excellence and Innovation

Neuroscientist in training...

“On Wednesday 26 March, our VCE Unit 1 
Biology class had the privilege to attend 
an exciting excursion to GTAC. Our 
first highlight of the day was having the 
opportunity to listen to Professor Geoff 
Donnan, the Director of the Florey Institute, 
who provided us with an insight into the 
various dimensions of neuroscience research.

“Throughout the rest of the day, we 
conducted many experiments on neuroscience 
and we learned about the intricate functions 
of the brain and the different types of current 
research relating to various parts of the brain.”

Mindful with Music 
In May, 52 of our music students had the incredible opportunity 
to participate in a three hour session on music and the mind at 
the Royal Melbourne Hospital titled Live Music is Good for You, 
with Music Therapist, Emma O’Brien and her team. 

The session included our girls performing for patients, followed 
by an informative workshop on how Music Therapy is  
used in the hospital with some very moving case studies.  
The session concluded with our students taking part  
in an African drumming workshop. 

Part of Emma’s research for her PhD in Music Therapy  
included case studies that show how taking part in live music 
increases our white blood cell count. According to our 
inspirational Head of Performing Arts, Susanna Rummel this 
should be food for thought for our students during stressful 
times, and her advice… “don’t cut down by missing rehearsals 
because you will miss out on your very own music vaccine!” 



full sTeM ahead
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reMarKaBle woMen

Dr sarah MillerSarah
Miller1992

Dr Sarah Miller has received 
international acclaim for her work as 
a Clinical and Forensic Psychologist. 
Sarah has specific expertise in the humanitarian sector 
and trauma counselling, and is the only Australian Clinical 
Psychologist on the delegation list for deployment by the 
International Committee of the Red Cross to provide 
psychological assistance in response to natural disasters  
and in conflict zones.

At school, Sarah always wanted to help people. “I knew 
very early on that my career would lead me in a direction 
where I could assist people who have found themselves 
in difficult circumstances and to help make a difference 
to their lives. Mentone Girls’ Grammar not only instilled 
those values of working hard and contributing meaningfully 
to society; it provided me with a strong friendship base to 
see me through life. More than 20 years on I still have close 
relationships with my Mentone friends.”

After Year 12, Sarah completed a degree and Postgraduate 
Diploma in Psychology. She worked for private companies 
in organisational psychology, change management and 
training, and spent time living and working overseas. In 
2004, she returned to Australia to follow her passion and 
complete a Doctorate in Clinical Psychology. 

Sarah has assisted people living in extreme conditions, 
taken on extraordinary work and lived in some very 
difficult environments. Her professional challenges have 
been immense, including work in the drug and alcohol field, 
acute psychiatric assessment and treatment in prisons, and 
with young people at the Royal Children’s Hospital. Sarah 
has also helped children who had been physically or sexually 
abused in remote Aboriginal communities in the Northern 
Territory. She has also held humanitarian roles with the 
International Red Cross Movement following the floods in 
Pakistan, the massacre in Norway, and the earthquake in 
Christchurch, as well as many domestic disasters including 
the Queensland floods and Victorian bushfires. 

Through Sarah’s exemplary work at Port Phillip Prison, she 
was promoted after just nine months to manage, train and 
supervise a team of psychologists in the high intensity prison 
environment. Sarah co-developed a program for violent 
prisoners held in seclusion cells who were considered too 
high risk to participate in behavioural programs and to 
mix in group therapeutic activities. The program aimed to 
teach prisoners anger management strategies, alternatives 
to violence and empathy. The program was so successful 
that many of the inmates expressed considerable remorse 
over their crimes. Sarah presented her findings at an 
international conference and the British Psychological 
Society invited her to showcase her work in the UK.

Through her work as a Clinical Psychologist and later 
Mental Health Team Leader at the Australian Immigration 

Detention Centres, Sarah has witnessed the tragedy of 
desperate people at their worst, many of whom told 
horrific stories of their lives in their home countries and 
their experiences coming to Australia by boat trying to 
seek asylum and a better life in Australia. “On Christmas 
Island, I saw malnourished, medically compromised and 
traumatised people, and I was compelled to do something 
about it.”

Sarah wrote a paper which highlighted the unfavourable 
living conditions some asylum seekers are forced to endure, 
and this contributed to alterations in the regimes and 
resources provided on Christmas Island. She also delivered 
presentations to immigration, security and medical staff 
about human rights law and working in a therapeutic way 
with people across cultures. 

Sarah’s most recent humanitarian work was in the 
Philippines in the aftermath of typhoon Haiyan. She 
worked seven days a week for two months providing 
trauma counselling to adults and children. The resources 
she developed were then presented to the International 
Committee of the Red Cross head office in Geneva. Having 
recently completed a Graduate Diploma in International 
and Community Development, she has been requested 
to return to the Philippines and hopes to use her further 
knowledge to continue implementing community-based 
recovery activities for the affected population.

“My time at Mentone gave me a great 
foundation and I encourage every 
student to take advantage of every 
opportunity to learn and develop. 
Education is a luxury people in many 
foreign countries do not get the 
opportunity to access. For example, 
women in some areas of Pakistan are 
not allowed to go to school, and in 
the Philippines some families simply 
cannot afford the transport to send 
their children to classes. Value your 
time learning as a gift which gives you 
choices, awareness and perspective.” 

Dr Sarah Miller
Clinical and Forensic Psychologist
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Physics = Fun
Our focus on girls in science was never more evident than 
during Physics Fun Day in April this year. Students were 
popping up in all sorts of places, testing their hypotheses 
and recording their findings. They even brought in a circus 
performer to help with their curly investigations! 

Gone are the days of bored, unengaged students slumped 
in their chairs. Our junior girls arrive at their Science class 
before the bell has even rung. Our interactive STEM  
program applies concepts to real world situations, giving 
relevance and encouraging the students to question what 
they think they already know. 

Physics Fun Day is just one example of the high quality  
STEM program our students are exposed to throughout  
the year. During the day, there were magnets, magic  
and melting objects, gas, electricity and aerodynamics –  
it was a melting pot of creativity and investigation! 

Stephanie Pickett from Year 6 said her favourite part  
was the circus workshop. “Physics Fun Day is important 
because everyone should know Science, as Science is in 
everything. We all had a good time and look forward to 
doing it again next year!” 

Each year level had their own topic and activities.  
Every student learned a lot and enjoyed every minute.  
Here are some of the highlight topics they covered: 

Prep: forces and movement. Students took part in a  
range of rotational activities related to rolling and sliding.  
The Preps needed to determine which of the objects  
would roll and which ones would slide. 

year 1: light and sound. One of the activities was listening 
to a range of different instruments like guitars and drums. 
Students then had to decide which of the instruments made  
a low sound and which made a high sound. 

year 2: Push-pull forces. Activities included making a paper 
aeroplane fly, making a toy car travel further with different 
ramp slopes, exploring magnetic force, and the tension in 
stretching rubber bands. 

year 3: heat. Students learned about heat and its effects 
on various forms of matter including liquids, solids and 
gases. Students learned about conduction and convection 
of heat, using a PowerPoint and video, and then conducted 
experiments like melting chocolate and watching it set. 
The girls made wax candles, and participated in a balloon 
experiment which showed expansion by heating air. 

year 4: Push-pull forces. Students demonstrated push-pull 
forces during different ball games. Their activities included rolling 
balls down a line of students and knocking other balls over.

year 5: air pressure and gravity forces. Students made 
parachutes and tried to fly them. They learned about how 
gravity and air pressure affected the performance of their 
parachutes. 

year 6: energy. Students worked in both the Science labs 
and with a circus performer to study the effects of energy 
on different objects. They performed many tricks where 
they could observe energy in action and learn about its 
different components including kinetic, gravitational and 
electromagnetic energy.
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Breakfast with the Experts
Our new Parenting Series, All About Girls, is a program of 
practical seminars for parents and educators of girls led by 
child psychologists, education specialists and other experts 
addressing contemporary issues affecting girls today. 

So far this incredibly popular breakfast series has featured 
renowned child and adolescent psychiatrist, Dr Michael 
Gordon, who discussed the warning signs and what to 
do when your daughter has a mental health problem, 
Director of Wellbeing for Kids and leading Counsellor and 
Psychotherapist, Georgina Manning, who led us through her 
‘5 Secrets to develop confidence and resilience’, and in our 
most recent seminar, Counselling Psychologist and Clinical 
Sexologist, Sarah Calleja, helped us navigate the minefield  
of issues to raise sexually intelligent women.

With packed audiences and very positive feedback, it is clear 
that our community highly regards support from independent 
experts on major issues affecting girls. Our resident School 
Psychologist, Lara Silkoff, said she is incredibly passionate 
about our All About Girls series. 

“I truly believe that we, as both parents and professionals, 
need guidance and advice about raising children. We need 
time where we can reflect and look at our own parenting 
from alternate perspectives, time where we can ask 
questions and get answers, and time where we can ask for 
help. There is an enormous body of research to say that 
parenting is pivotal to educational success. By providing  
our parents with the opportunity to access this series,  
we do more than just recognise this connection between 
parenting and education; we nurture and support it.  
As a School Psychologist, there can be no greater  
‘value-add’ than nurturing this connection between families,  
mental health and education in our remarkable girls.”

Looking to the Future
We know that many of our students will end up in careers 
that as yet do not exist, a large proportion of which are  
likely to be in the area of STEM. Our extensive Careers 
program commences as a core subject in Year 10. This 
includes an individual in-depth Morrisby career assessment 
that enables students to develop a view of their preferred 
futures, and to understand their personal aptitudes, skills, 
strengths and challenges. 

Mock interviews and work experience provide an insight to 
the world of work, together with networking opportunities 
and career-related forums and mentoring opportunities. 
In addition, our extensive annual Careers Day featuring 
professional panels representing a broad range of industry 
areas, helps students gain a better understanding of current 
and future career options and the learning experiences 
required to achieve them. Here is what some of our Year 10 
students had to say about this year’s Careers Day event:

“Dr Kate Charlton-Robb’s presentation was truly inspiring.  
I have dreamed of working with dolphins and science since I 
was about five, and it was really encouraging to see that this 
fantasy is actually a real person’s real job.” Caitlin C

“The Careers Day provided incredible insight into industries 
that had previously only been a distant possibility, and it 
certainly put my aspirations into perspective. Attending the 
Medical Sciences panel really cemented my hope of working 
in the medicine industry. I have aspirations to become 
a paediatric emergency doctor with a specialisation in 
neurology. Hearing these amazing women articulate why  
they love their jobs really resonated with me, and reminded 
me of why I wish to become a doctor.” Abigail E

“At the 2014 Careers Day, I attended the Business and 
Law panel and thoroughly enjoyed the experience. As the 
audience, we had the opportunity to experience small  
yet enthralling fragments of their lives – from working as  
a judge’s associate, to starting a business as a life coach,  
to moving halfway across the world at the age of nineteen.  
I can honestly say that the speeches moved me, instigating 
a will to pursue my own dreams and make the most of 

opportunities. I learned that academic performance was 
not the only standard and measure of success, but that life 
experiences and communication skills are also significant in 
the pursuit of a career.” Lily S

Our aim is to give our students the confidence to achieve 
their goals and the skills to tackle professions that do not 
exist yet. Here are a few careers that are on the horizon 
according to the Careers Education Association of Victoria: 

Body Part Maker
With advances being made in bio-tissues, robotics and 
plastics, the creation of high performance body parts –  
from organs to limbs – will soon be possible.

nano-Medic
Advances in nanotechnology offer the potential for a range 
of sub-atomic ‘nonscale’ divides, inserts and procedures that 
could transform personal healthcare. 

genetic Pharmer
Pharmers are the next generation of farmers who raise  
crops and livestock that have been genetically engineered  
to improve food yields and ‘grow’ therapeutic substances.

‘new science’ ethicists
As scientific advances accelerate in new and emerging fields 
such as cloning, proteomics and nanotechnology, a new breed 
of ethicist may be required to help society make consistent 
choices about what developments we allow. 

space Pilots, architects and Tour guides
With Virgin Galactic and other pioneering space tourism, 
space trained pilots and tour guides will be needed alongside 
architectural designers to enable the habitation of space  
and the planets. 

Weather Modification Police
Weather modification police will need to monitor and control 
weather modification activities to manage issues such as ‘rain 
stealing’, an act already occurring today.

virtual clutter organiser
Specialists will be required to help us organise our electronic lives.

We understand how girls think, learn and interact. Our curriculum is specifically 
designed to engage girls at each age and stage, to give them a broader view of the world 
and to support their growth as happy, confident individuals as they pursue their own 
aspirations and future careers. We also aim to support our studen1ts and their families 
to navigate, challenge and overcome the many issues facing young women today. 

Sharing stories

To be a Girl
Year 1 students participated in a Parent Expo as they launched their 
PYP inquiry into Where We Are in Place and Time. As part of this Unit 
of Inquiry, the students explored what life is like as a seven year old 
girl in different parts of the world. They shared stories with a number 
of parents who were able to recount tales from their own childhoods, 
many of whom grew up elsewhere in the world. 

The girls discussed the similarities and differences in our homes, schools, 
families and communities, and found it fascinating to hear stories of being 
chased by a rhino, saluting the teacher each morning, starting a new 
school year in September, scraping ice and snow from the front porch 
to get to school, going away to camp over summer, living so close to 
Disneyland that you can go every weekend, and learning about national 
costumes and dances. It was a fabulous way to launch their learning, to 
open important discussions about different cultures, and to gain a broader 
view and understanding of the world. We thank all parents who generously 
donated their time to share their experiences with our students. 

all aBouT girls

Women in Science
The Sydney Morning Herald published an article that highlighted the continued under representation of women in Science, titled A bridge 
too far: is closing the gender gap in Science education beyond us? The author referred to the Australian National University research 
project, Gendered Pathways into the Post-Secondary Study of Science, which followed teenagers until they are aged 25. Findings included 
a clear difference between boys’ and girls’ subject selection, even when similar academic performance or other factors were present. 

At our School, we work to counter this trend through our innovative STEM program for girls that inspires wonder and enthusiasm 
for Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths from the earliest age, and promotes creative thinking, research and investigation 
skills, all of which we know are transferable skills required for careers in the 21st Century. 

During National Science Week, our annual Science Breakfast saw close to 200 guests from girls’ schools across Melbourne as well 
as an impressive list of scientists joining us over breakfast to help build a network of women in science, and discuss the impact, 
study pathways, and career opportunities across the scientific arena.

This year, we welcomed to the stage guest speaker, Tanya Ha, an award-winning environmentalist, author, broadcaster, Science 
journalist and sustainable living advocate. Tanya addressed the audience on the topic of, ‘Science and saving the planet’, and also 
shared her own story of how she came  
to be a leading science communicator  
and environmental consultant. 
Our 2015 Head Girl to be,  
Michaela R, said she was inspired.  
“The Science Breakfast was a 
wonderful opportunity to hear 
from, and speak to, industry 
professionals about the opportunities 
and life experience an education in 
Science can give you. Being able to 
interact with women who have a 
passion for science, and have been 
lucky enough to have made it into  
a career for themselves, inspired  
me and many other students to 
consider a job in the scientific  
arena because of the rewarding 
opportunities it can bring.”
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A Dreamy Day in the ELC
The play-based curriculum in our Early Learning Centre (ELC) provides 
a wonderful, stimulating environment for our youngest students. This 
year they went on a wonderful adventure when the Dream Puppets 
came to visit. The amazing fluorescent black light puppets brought an 
electric atmosphere to the ELC as students tried to work out the magic 
behind their glow. 

Designed, directed and made by Julia and Richard Hart, the puppet play 
is about a character called Dreamer, a creature that is neither human 
nor animal. Dreamer goes on a wild journey through space after being 
contacted by an alien on Skype. After meeting many other creatures on 
new planets and encountering several problems along the way, the alien 
helps Dreamer get home. 

There is no dialogue throughout the show, only mood music. This allows 
the students’ imaginations to really take over. Each of the girls was 
able to interpret and extend the story in her own way, and from their 
response, everyone enjoyed it immensely. It was a wonderful incursion 
that supported our PYP unit on How We Express Ourselves.

A Modern Classic
Once again leading the way in Performing Arts, Mentone Girls’ Grammar brought an Australasian premiere to the stage with 
Theresa Heskins’ adaptation of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. This unique version of CS Lewis’ classic tale was nothing 
short of magical as it explored the themes of loyalty, betrayal and honesty. Set in war-torn London, four children find themselves 
in the wild and fantastic world of Narnia. Bedazzled by magical creatures, the children battle to set right the balance of good and 
evil. Through the School’s unique mentorship program, students also worked alongside industry professionals across the fields of 
hair and makeup, lighting, costume, sound, set design and publicity. Director and Drama Teacher, Claire Wearne, said the show 
was a celebration of creativity and imagination.

BIG ART
To mark our 115th Anniversary year, we held a very special BIG ART Festival starring students from Prep to Year 12 across the fields 
of Music, Visual Arts, Drama and Media. Our ‘Time to Play’ theme was an adventure through the world of games featuring many 
different interactive amusements, together with some fantastic entertainment. We supersized the fun with giant games and activities 
including giant chess, snakes and ladders and Jenga – all created by our students and which were a great hit with kids, young and old!

The School was filled to capacity as guests perused the quality art and media exhibitions, were engaged by our cheeky roaming 
clowns, enjoyed some playful puppetry, and were enthralled by expert monologues from our Theatre Studies students. The 
audience then relaxed in the wonderful atmosphere of our Musical Supper Club where they were wowed by the calibre of our 
many Performing Arts students. It is easy to see why our bands come home with gold and our students end up in Top Arts!  
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Far from being a trivial pursuit, having ‘time to play’ is vital for healthy mental and 
physical development. Our time to play theme is not only about inspiring creativity, 
artistic expression and personal achievement; it is a way for our students to 
explore, express and communicate ideas, beliefs and values through critical thinking 
and imaginative play.

TiMe To Play

Commedia Dell’arte 
Introducing our students to external experts and mentors in particular fields is an important part of our curriculum.  
Our Year 8 Drama students had the amazing opportunity to work with our Artist in Residence, Danny Diesendorf,  
in the new unit, Commedia Dell’arte. Students explored the themes of love and family values as they presented an hilarious  
and original performance which included a series of music film clips they created during their Music Lab program.

“This was Narnia like you’ve never 
seen it before. The world created by 
Theresa Heskins offers an unseen 
perspective that our students expertly 
brought to life.”    Claire Wearne

We are exceptionally proud of our Senior 

Concert Band who walked away with gold  

at this year’s Victorian School Music Festival  

for the first time in 17 years! 

Chief adjudicator, internationally renowned  

Dr Gary Sousa, Director of Bands and  

Professor of Music at the University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville, also provided an  

on-stage workshop which was an amazing 

experience for our students. He praised the 

band for a wonderful performance, making 

special mention of solos by Ariana D,  

Jamie B and Gemma R. 

We congratulate all 38 members of the band. 

History Making Gold

Dreamer’s journey

The White Queen rules
Sleigh beasts! Trouble in Narnia

toTime
Play
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Continuing to Build a Stronger Foundation 
The Mentone Girls’ Grammar Foundation has established itself as a vital element of the 
School community, striving to provide benefits and opportunities for students and staff that 
further extend on the School’s offerings. The success of the Foundation relies on the active 
support of students past and present, parents, grandparents, staff and community sponsors. 

Throughout 2014, the Foundation has delivered a number of key events and activities 
including the Remarkable Women Series, Voluntary Building Fund, Annual Giving Campaign, Bequest Program and the new  
Foundation raffle. Funds raised from these initiatives have enabled the Foundation to contribute to a Music Project and the 
Enterprise Awards, launched in conjunction with the School, to recognise and encourage student and staff endeavours.

The Foundation and the School have been incredibly fortunate to have the support of generous benefactors such as the late Aline Darke,  
who was a treasured Old Girl, successful business woman, charity fundraiser and philanthropist. Prior to her passing early this year,  
Aline advised the School of her intention to make a significant bequest to the Foundation in order to fund a number of scholarships. 

Over the past year, the Foundation has benefited from the active support of a talented and committed group of individuals.  
I would like to thank the Principal, Fran Reddan, together with Vicki Goodwin, Community Development Manager, Robert 
Konoroth, Business Manager, and my fellow Directors, Tania Obranovich and Alan Frees. 

I wish to also acknowledge the exceptional contribution of David Jones who retired from the Foundation this year after 35 years  
of involvement with the School as a parent, Council member, Foundation Director and benefactor. Following David’s retirement, 
we have welcomed Bradley Cornwell and Janelle Donnelly onto the Foundation.  

Finally, thank you to those who have contributed to the success of the Foundation this year, within the School and  
throughout our broader community. We look forward to your continued support in 2015.

Mr Ashley Reed 
Chair, Mentone Girls’ Grammar School Foundation

2014 Remarkable Women Event  
Every second year we hold a very special event where we induct a small 
number of Old Girls into our Remarkable Women Hall of Fame. These 
women have been nominated by our community for their outstanding 
contributions to their field of endeavour in Australia and around the world. 
This year, for our 115th anniversary, we were very lucky to welcome to 
the stage internationally acclaimed author and model, Tara Moss, to share 
stories from her incredible life. Tara is an international best-selling novelist, 
journalist, blogger and TV presenter. However, the audience was most 
impressed by her outstanding humanitarian work, striving to improve 
the rights of women and children across the globe. We congratulate our 
inductees Dulcie Boling, Joe Cavanagh, Zoë Badwi and Dr Sarah Miller.

Shining the spotlight on Music
In 2014, the Foundation has contributed to the purchase of  
a state-of-the-art digital sound system for the Performing Arts 
department. A musical education is a gift for life. Music delivers  
many benefits, both intellectual and emotional. Benefits include 
improved confidence, discipline, team building and leadership.  
Music requires dedication, perseverance and passion –  
valuable qualities that are worth investing in. 

Our students are already playing at a very high level; however, the 
School always strives to push boundaries to deliver the best possible 
musical education. Head of Performing Arts, Susanna Rummel, 
says, “Listening to high quality music in lessons is essential; hearing 
the intricacies of sound is fundamental to progressing a student’s 
understanding of music and her ability to play.”

Music is a core subject for students in Prep to Year 8, with many more 
students participating in ensembles, orchestras, bands and choirs. 
We are delighted to have raised $25,000 to fund this very important 
project. We thank everyone for their support of these activities.
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Endeavouring Towards Enterprise 
This year, the Foundation has directed support towards 
the ‘Enterprise’ priority in the School’s WAVES strategy; 
Wellbeing, Achievement, Values, Enterprise and Success. 
With the generous contributions of school families,  
the Old Girls’ Club and community partnerships, the  
Foundation has been able to fund some outstanding 
opportunities for current students, past students and staff  
to advance their enterprise skills, and bring their ideas to life. 

international entrepreneurs conference

Early this year, our senior students were offered the 
opportunity to apply for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
to visit the world’s entrepreneurial giants in San Francisco 
with our Principal, Fran Reddan. This opportunity was made 
available through the generosity of the Wall family and their 
company, Acquire Learning.

Year 12 student, Stephanie Siomos, was selected from 32 
applicants after impressing the panel with her creative ideas, 
business acumen and vision. Stephanie was determined to 
make the most of her exciting opportunity. “It’s very difficult 
to put into words how much this trip has impacted on me.  
In such a short amount of time, I became aware of the strength 
all entrepreneurs must have to create change in the world. 

“I am looking forward to developing some new initiatives at 
school to ensure a sustainable social responsibility model  
that will have a lasting impact on global communities.”

inaugural enterprise award

For the first time, current students, Old Girls and staff were 
given the opportunity to apply for an Enterprise Award.  
The award provides funding for applicants to pursue 
enterprising projects and personal development initiatives. 

The successful student projects ranged from the production 
of clothing to sell at local markets, attending skills workshops 
in music, sewing, writing, leadership, basketball and dance, to 
the purchase of new equipment for the creation of a YouTube 
channel, assistance in developing an App that will support 
students with learning difficulties, and even travel assistance 

for a student to represent Australia in a high-level sports 
competition. Congratulations to the following students  
for achieving an Enterprise Award:

Year 3: Nicole F 
Year 6: Jordan A and Maddisyn D 
Year 7: Josie S
Year 8: Rebecca P and Eleanor K
Year 9:  Elena N, Caitlin J, Kate P,  

Olivia D and Hannah H
Year 10: Genevieve P 
Year 11: Samantha S 
Year 12: Caroline W and Hannah F

Old Girls, Katrina Mathers (1987) and Dr Jan Miller (1963), 
received Enterprise Awards to kick-start community projects. 
Katrina plans to use the award to support a start-up business 
that makes corporate videos, and talented writer, Jan, plans  
to extend her writing skills recording the stories of each 
student from her peer year. 

Year 1 teacher, Leah Opie, received an award to create a 
unique spelling program specific to the needs of our students 
from ELC – Year 6. This has involved providing a first class 
professional development opportunity for the entire Junior 
School staff. Read more about Leah’s project on page 6.

A bequest is the ultimate gift, a way of expressing the affection you have for Mentone Girls’ Grammar School. Once you have looked after your family’s needs, you may wish to remember  and support the School through a 
bequest. Joining the Simpson Society 
offers the option of making a  
‘Living Gift’ and enjoying the  
benefits and recognition of such  
a gift, or you can leave the School  
a Bequest in your Will. 
To find out more, please contact  
the Principal, Mrs Fran Reddan at  
fran.reddan@mentonegirls.vic.edu.au

Consider Joining the Simpson Society  
by Making a Bequest

A hug for Zoë from former
    Principal, Jan Douglas

Sue Grima, Georgie Stansfield              & Debra Campion

Some very remarkable women

Stephanie & Fran  
    hit San Francisco

scan to hear 
stephanie's 

enterprising  
story
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Flavours of the World 
This year, we celebrated International Week with many 
fantastic activities which had us all sampling flavours from 
around the world, and exploring the links between culture 
and cuisine. From Germany to Japan and everywhere in 
between, the girls lapped up their simulated travel experience.  

The French department invited students out into the sunshine 
of the Willow Courtyard to play a traditional French game of 
boules. Students demonstrated their precision as they rolled 
the heavy silver balls toward the target. 

Over in ‘Germany’, students were elbow deep in potato and 
cheese in their cooking class with accomplished chef, Achim 
Herterich, owner of Kuche Inspirational Food in Beaumaris.  
The girls were also grateful to have the expertise of our 
German exchange student who was from the same town 
as Achim, and who was familiar with the special dishes that 
the students prepared. Achim gave the girls a demonstration 
in German before sending them off to craft their own 
kartoffelpuffer, a dish made from grated potato, and kaese 
spaetzle, a delicious pasta dish made from an exceptional 
German cheese – with a very pungent odour!

There was also a German food stall selling delicious brezeln 
and berliner to the hungry masses – the perfect food 
combination for the chilly weather. VCE 
Business Management students took 
on the marketplace with their 
international food stalls offering 
doughnuts, Dutch poffertjes, 
popcorn, pizza and 
more! The stalls 
were very well 
marketed 
and the 
competition 
was fierce. 

More tasty treats rolled in on Japanese lunch day. Students 
and staff received an appealing bento box of goodies,  
and sampled a variety of traditional Japanese dishes.  

The week also included many wonderful non-food related 
activities including a student-led concert, a spectacular 
assembly complete with ancient Inca rhythms from South 
American music group, Inca Marka and a Japanese calligraphy 
class and tea ceremony. Our International Relations Captain, 
Samantha A, used the opportunity while everyone was 
thinking global to increase awareness and fundraise for the 
prevention of child trafficking and exploitation.

We were also delighted to welcome visitors from our sister 
schools in France, Germany and Japan to our School this year. 
In a globalised world characterised by international links and 
intercultural connections, the Languages department continues 
to encourage our students to learn another language  
to help them become more globally minded, and our  
exchange program is a vital part of this learning journey. 

A team of four VCE students bravely ventured into unchartered territory at the first ever Model United Nations held in French in 
Australia. Representing the French speaking nation of Vanuatu, the students participated in debates on a model Draft Resolution 
of the UN General Assembly relating to the issue of refugees.

The conference, held in the Treasury Theatre in East Melbourne, brought together over 100 VCE French students from 20 schools 
to debate on the topic of ‘Refugees: Rights and Risks’. A Model United Nations is an authentic simulation of the debates and 
deliberations of UN bodies, in this case the General Assembly, during which participants (known as delegates) step into the shoes 
of country ambassadors and try to find solutions to the contentious global issues on the UN’s agenda. Speakers included Hilary 
Bucumi, a Burundian refugee and now Community Guide with AMES (Australian Migration & Education Service),  
and Diane de Saint Leger from the University of Melbourne.

Our students were provided with an excellent opportunity to use and develop 
their French language skills for authentic and meaningful purposes. French is 
one of the six official languages of the United Nations, and one of the most 
popular foreign languages being taught in Victoria. Through this interactive 
forum, students also learned about the role and structure of the United 
Nations, and the complexities of multilateral diplomacy, deepening their 
awareness and understanding of key global issues. This event also promotes 
tolerance and respect for diversity and difference of opinion, and highlights 
the importance of dialogue, diplomacy, negotiation and participatory 
democracy. All these skills are fundamental to the development of global 
citizens and future leaders.

Congratulations to Christine Le (Year 12), Anjali Nambiar (Year 12), Nora 
Badawy (Year 12) and Chelsea D (Year 11) for their magnificent effort.  
“Spending an entire day debating in French was challenging, but very 
rewarding at the same time, as we were able to pick up very useful 
vocabulary and phrases,” the girls said.

“Aside from improving our French, we were also given the chance to become 
more globally-minded and more aware of social issues such as refugees. We 
would encourage students undertaking VCE French to consider participating 
in this event if they are given the opportunity. It is also a worthwhile activity  
to do in English, as it is important to increase social awareness about issues 
that we have to tackle in the future.”

Recently, our Year 2s ventured out in Mentone on an excursion to Corben House, our local assisted living facility. This experience 
gave our students a feel for what ‘local community’ means to various people, and allowed them to learn important values by 
doing something for others. The students performed some of their choir songs and instrumental music pieces for the elderly 
residents. This activity was a great learning opportunity for the girls to further their knowledge for their Unit of Inquiry about how 
communities provide services to meet people’s needs. 

The girls were fantastic, delivering each music item beautifully and with confidence. The favourite song was Louise the Elephant 
which got many heads nodding and feet tapping! A big thank you to Ms Ella Marton for all her hard work preparing the girls, and 
Ms Catherine Attard for her piano accompaniment. This was a great experience for young and old. 

Other learning experiences for this unit were incursions from Kingston Library Services, a guest speaker from the Kingston City 
Council, and a street walk observing the businesses and facilities of Mentone.  

Excursions are key elements of our PYP inquiry-based learning as they relate to student action. It is important that our girls not 
only have a strong academic program, but that they are also becoming responsible global citizens and creative thinkers.

A Brave Shave for Mentone Girls
We are very proud to call Eloise G (Year 7) and Emily M (Year 10) Mentone Girls. These exceptional students bravely shaved their 
heads for a cure as part of the Leukaemia Foundation’s fundraising event, World’s Greatest Shave. The girls were swamped by their 
peers and teachers who watched on in admiration, cheered for their courage, and beamed with pride for these young women. In a 
testament to the generosity of our local community, hairdresser and business owner of Fine Line Hair & Beauty, Vicky Keys, volunteered 
her time to the School to professionally shave the girls’ heads. She also presented the students with vouchers to her salon so they could 
have their hair styled as it grows out. The media also attended the event as they recognised the outstanding character of the girls who 
identified a cause that they wanted to make a difference to, and selflessly set out to do so. Eloise said she took action because she thinks 
it is a really good way to help people with blood cancers. “I hope that this can make a difference to the research in this area,” Eloise said.

PeoPle and our PlaneT

Year 2 ‘Out and About’ in the Community

Tackling the Refugee Debate at UN Conference
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Making new friends in Europe

Cooking German style

Christine, Nora, Anjali     & Chelsea
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Too Many Elephants in this House
National Simultaneous Storytime is a highly-anticipated annual event, aiming 
to encourage young Australians to read and enjoy books. This year’s event saw 
over 460,000 participants from all over the nation reading the same book, at 
the same time. However, in true Mentone Girls’ Grammar style, we did things  
a little differently!

Our vivacious librarian, Ms Julie Pearce, was joined on stage by the talented  
Ms Xin Li to read the story in both English and Mandarin. Our Mandarin speaking 
students were particularly delighted to hear the story in their own language.

This year’s book, Too Many Elephants in this House, by Ursula Dubosarsky and 
Andrew Joyner, had the students from ELC – Year 6 proudly showing off their vibrantly 
decorated elephant masks as they joined in on the interactive reading. The event 
coincided with Cultural Diversity Day which was celebrated with multi-age activities. 

Geography and Sustainability
One of the key concepts in the Australian Curriculum is Sustainability. As citizens of the world we all have a responsibility to consider this, 
and our students are learning what it is all about. In Year 7, through studying water and places, and visiting our local markets, the girls have 
learned that water is renewable, different places provide resources, and food is best consumed seasonally and from local producers. 

In Year 8, the girls have discovered that environmental and human processes change the characteristics of places and need to be managed. 
In Geography they have delved into the biomes of the world and considered how we will continue to feed the 7 billion people inhabiting 
the planet. They also considered the interconnectedness of the world, and how there are often global consequences to local issues. 

The Year 10 Alpine Experience allowed the girls to enjoy and marvel in what the Alpine National Park has to offer in unique flora and fauna. 
In Geography, they studied the features and processes of coasts, and the human management to ensure the protection of such dynamic and 
fragile places. They learned about the uneven distribution of wealth and resources, and ways to ameliorate the differences in global wellbeing. 
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Mentone Girls Brighten the Community 
Our Mentone Girls have taken their WAVES principles to the community with gifts 
of beautiful art for the patients at Sandringham Hospital, the residents of Corben 
House, and the locals at Mentone Life Saving Club. The girls also decided to sell their 
remaining artworks and donate the proceeds to Sandringham’s Maternity Ward.

Students from Years 1 & 2 donated felt artworks to community organisations 
to “brighten the walls and make the sick people feel better”. The students 
made the brightly coloured ocean-themed artworks from felt as part of their 
‘Classroom by the Bay’ unit of study, which included a focus on teamwork and 
connecting with the local community. 

PeoPle and our PlaneT reMarKaBle woMen

Jo Cavanagh has long been a change 
merchant, working tirelessly to help 
vulnerable families, children and 
young people. 
Her professional life has spanned over 35 years, starting 
in the State juvenile justice area, before moving to work 
with children in out-of-home care. Her passion is now to 
strengthen families and prevent the need for child removal 
wherever possible. 

“As a student at Mentone Girls’ Grammar, I was incredibly 
fortunate to receive additional support and encouragement 
from some very special teachers and the Principal, Miss 
Prudence Lewty, who all recognised that I had a complex 
family situation. Miss Lewty worked her magic to keep me at 
the School, and the teachers inspired me to believe in myself 
and my abilities, and to set my goals high. I loved being at 
Mentone and am so grateful that I had this opportunity. My 
belief is that lives can be transformed when we notice and care 
for children and young people, and provide the opportunities 
and supports they need to do well and participate in society.” 

Jo went on to study a Bachelor of Arts, an Honours degree 
in Social Work, and a Master of Management. In 1990, Jo 
was awarded a Churchill Fellowship which afforded her the 
opportunity to embark on an incredible learning adventure 
to study the prevention of child abuse. For three months, she 
travelled  across North America with her husband Robert 
and four children, Sam 11, Katy 8, Lucy 3 and Abi 6 months.

On her return to Australia, Jo established her own 
consulting business, and became involved with the Victorian 
government to prevent the abuse of children and to develop 
standards to improve the quality of substitute care services 
in Australia. She was also appointed as a Pre-Hearing 
Convenor for the Melbourne Children’s Court, and played 
a significant role in the development of alternative dispute 
resolution for the Children’s Court family and criminal 
divisions. She also volunteered to help Paul Currie and the 
late Jim Stynes establish The Reach Foundation, and then as 
a Director, to support and inspire young people to achieve 
their potential in life. 

Since becoming Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Family Life 
in 1996, Jo has grown Family Life from a modest community 
agency with one service centre, a small band of staff and 
volunteers and an annual revenue of $350,000, to an agency 
with three service centres, a range of social enterprises, 
three community houses, 130 staff, 400 volunteers and 
an annual revenue of $10 million. Family Life works in 
partnership with government, other community agencies and 
universities to deliver an invaluable service to the community. 

In 1998, on behalf of Family Life, Jo published the Through 
the Eyes of the Child report which demonstrated the need 
for a whole-family approach to preventing family violence. 

The research initiated by Jo, together with Lesley Hewitt 
from Monash University, led to an Australian Heads of 
Government, Australian Family Violence Prevention Award 
in 1999. Then, as past National President of Family Services 
Australia, Jo worked with the Australian Government to 
implement the 2005 Family Law reforms. 

“It is so important that the whole 
community is involved in supporting 
struggling families and solving pressing 
social problems. The need to consider 
all family members, in particular the 
children, is now regarded as best 
practice, something I am proud to 
have contributed to achieving.”
Jo’s memberships and appointments are too numerous to 
mention. At a State level, she is a former Board Member 
and Vice President of the Centre for Excellence in Child 
and Family Welfare. National contributions have included 
ministerial appointments to the Marriage and Family Council 
and the Australian Council for Children and Parenting. Jo is 
currently National Vice President for Family and Relationship 
Services Australia, a member of the Advisory Council for 
the Centre for Social Impact, and a member of the National 
Coalition for Child Safety and Wellbeing.

“I am passionately committed to the research, evaluation 
and sharing of knowledge to improve the wellbeing of 
vulnerable children in our community. We have come a 
long way in this country, but there is still so much more to 
be done. We need the next generation of social workers 
and entrepreneurs to build on what we now know works. 
Community Services is a challenging, frustrating, at times 
overwhelming, but truly rewarding industry. I hope my 
story will encourage more Mentone Girls to create social 
good and a productive caring community where everyone 
helps and everyone benefits.”

In the 2013 Australia Day Honours, Jo was awarded a 
Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) for service to 
the community through welfare organisations. The award 
recognises the enormous contribution Jo has made 
transforming the lives and outcomes of so many women, 
children and families across the Australian community. 
This year, Jo was acknowledged in the Financial Review and 
Westpac 100 Women of Influence, a well deserved honour.

Jo Cavanagh - OAM
Social Entrepreneur

Jo CavanaghJo
Cavanagh1971

Remembering the Anzacs Through Art 
Head of Visual Arts, Mr Konrad Kondratowicz, (pictured second left), donated 
a series of three artworks to Mentone RSL as a tribute to the Anzacs. With 
six works currently in the National Gallery of Victoria, this influential Australian 
artist says that art is an important way to communicate ideas, beliefs and values. 

The incredible images, which are hand drawn interpretations of sculptures 
from war memorials around the world, depict the stance of ‘Rest on  
Arms Reversed’.

The son of a polish army dragoon, showing respect to those who have served 
in defence of their country, is something that is very important to Konrad.  
“For me as a teacher, it is important to lead by example. Students need to see 
what they can do with their art. It’s not just about making art – the real power 
is in saying something about an issue that is significant to you.”

The art of giving

Lest we forget

... too many elephants!
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Education for Life
Our Physical Education (PE) program is not simply about 
developing skills. Head of PE, Health & Recreation, Michael 
Lawrence, says that PE provides the bench strength for sport 
and life. “Students are encouraged to be active, to take on new 
challenges and continually develop their skills. They also learn 
about how the body works, how to prevent injury, the principles 
of good nutrition and how to maintain an active lifestyle.” 

In Prep, PE begins with the development of basic skills and 
motor co-ordination on land and in the water. The skills of 
throwing and catching, bouncing, kicking and striking are 
introduced and developed. The Prep girls are also introduced 
to dance, gymnastics and swimming to develop their  
co-ordination. These skills are further developed as  
their journey continues into Years 1 & 2.

In Years 3 & 4, skills acquired in previous year levels are 
adapted to use in game situations such as rounders, bat 
tennis, soccer, netball, athletics, t-ball, hockey, cricket, 
basketball and volleystars. Concepts such as offence, defence, 
teamwork, co-operation and strategy are introduced and 
developed through skill drills and in competitive situations. 
The journey continues into Years 5 & 6, where students 
begin to play traditional sports in PE classes such as tennis, 
basketball, netball and gymnastics. Classes include a 
consistent focus on skill development and strategy, as  
well as the opportunity to play in a competitive situation, 
which sets the foundation for our students as they enter  
into the competitive world of GSV sport from Year 7.

Michael says that PE is also about providing exposure to a 
range of fun recreational activities that promote our healthy 
body, healthy mind philosophy by encouraging students 
to relax, have fun and ‘disconnect’. “In Years 10 & 11 for 
example, students might participate in lawn bowls, archery, 
table tennis, golf, self-defence, roller skating, indoor rock 
climbing, tenpin bowling, zumba, pilates and yoga, all of which 
are great at helping them have some time out, de-stress and 
maintain a healthy balance. 

“Through our compulsory PE program from Prep to Year 11, 
coupled with our strong GSV sporting program, our aim is to 
instil the importance of regular physical activity and enjoying a 
healthy and active lifestyle.” 

Let the Games Begin
It is with great enthusiasm and trepidation that our Year 3 girls begin 
their competitive sporting journey in the Junior School, participating 
in their first House swimming, cross-country and athletics carnivals. 
They are initiated into the world of House chants, marching, the 
elation of winning a race, receiving ribbons and, of course, lots of 
frenzied cheering. These are all part of the exciting adventure which 
continues into Year 4 when our students have their first opportunity 
to qualify for District, Regional and State level competitions in the 
three major carnival sports. Our girls always compete with fierce 
determination and are extremely proud to be representing their 
school. As their sporting journey leads them into Years 5 & 6, 
once again the doors of opportunity are opened as they trial for 
selection into netball, soccer, basketball, kanga cricket, volleystars and 
softball teams to compete in the Cheltenham District Round Robin 
carnivals. They have experienced great success at all of these events, 
and learned important lessons about courage, challenge, good 
sportsmanship, team spirit, pride, and personal success.

Sporting Excellence
Our senior students experienced a wealth of sporting 
opportunities and strong competition through GSV this 
year with some outstanding individual and team successes 
achieved. Head of Sport, Peter O’Donnell said one of the 
highlights of the year was most definitely the launch of our 
new Sports Excellence Camp. “This selective entry camp  
is designed to hone the skills and competitive edge of our 
most promising and dedicated Mentone sportswomen.” 

A group of 31 students from Years 8-12 jetted off to Queensland to 
spend a week at the Runaway Bay Sports and Leadership Excellence 
Centre. The camp is a new initiative in the Sports department 
designed to improve and develop students’ sporting skills, techniques 
and fitness. Sports Captain, Emma Fuelling, reports: 

“As Sports Captains, Emily C and I were thrilled to be able to 
lead a group of our peers on the first ever Sports Excellence Camp. 
It was a fantastic opportunity for students in different year levels 
with similar sporting interests to interact and form new friendships. 

“We began our week with activities ranging from body  
pump group exercise, to a yoga and meditation session.  
On other days we took to the pool for water aerobics –  
with little success until we realised we had forgotten to wear 
the floatation belts! We competed in a high-stakes volleyball 
competition with our four Sports teachers showing their 
competitive side. In the evenings, we learned the importance of 
a balanced diet from a nutritionist, and the need for stretching 
sore muscles from a physiotherapist. We also participated in 
a Mindfulness session where we were encouraged to ‘make 
colours neon’ by an enthusiastic sports psychologist. Among 
some of our more memorable activities was our morning surfing 
lesson with surfing champion, Cheyne Horan, at Surfers Paradise. 
All in all, an amazing week for everyone involved.” 

Aerobics Superstars 
Mentone Girls’ Grammar School has been excelling in 
Aerobics for many years, with numerous National titles under 
our belt. This year was no different, and in August, over 50 
girls represented the School at the School Aerobics National 
Championships in Queensland. The competition was fierce but 
Mentone was once again one of the teams to beat with some 
really positive results. Sports Captain, Emily C, reports:

“All the Mentone Girls who competed at nationals worked 
extremely hard all year, particularly over the last six weeks in the 
lead up to competition. The reward for their efforts was in their 
outstanding results. The spirit in the team was so positive, and 
the girls supported each other with great enthusiasm. Overall, 
we won an outstanding 13 medals which was very exciting after 
being up against such hard competition. This team was amazing 
to be a part of. On behalf of the entire Aerobics Squad, I would 
like to say a massive thank you to Jess Hayes, our Head Coach.  
The results keep getting better every year!” 

Sport and Physical Education have always been major ingredients in the making of 
strong, confident Mentone Girls. Over the years we have seen some very talented 
sporting identities, but it is the many unsung champions we wish to honour; 
champions who may not win every race, but who are excited by the journey and 
approach every opportunity with courage and determination. 

The road To success

Kayla B 

Years 5 & 6 primary  
   basketball team

Team spirit
Year 8 students  
    take to the water

Bridget G, Maddie R  
& Olivia M

Surf lessons  
        at Surfers

Challenging body and 
mind at the new Sports 

Excellence Camp



“One of the key aims of this trip  
was teaching students independence. 
Over the two weeks, the girls learned 
what it meant to travel in another 
country without being a tourist.  
They experienced the culture first 
hand, and learnt how to make decisions 
both individually and as a group.  
They also took great pride in being part 
of such an important environmental 
project and really making a difference. 
These skills will stay with them and 
help them well into the future. It 
was an amazing experience for us all.”
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Community Reach
We encourage every girl to reach out to the community 
through a holistic program of local, national and international 
engagement that promotes the values of an ethical global 
citizen. Experiences include volunteering in the local 
community, confronting social justice issues in the city of 
Melbourne, understanding Australia’s significance in world 
events and Indigenous culture in the Northern Territory, 
experiencing the wonder of China, and participating in a vital 
turtle conservation program in Malaysia.

No matter where their journey has taken them this year, our 
Year 9 students have had so many memorable experiences. 
In this insightful reflection, Sarah C talks about the major 
impact of community service on her development. 

“As part of the Future Global Leaders (FGL) program, I 
volunteered at an aged care centre with three other girls.  
I was really scared at the start as I never thought that I would 
want to help the elderly. However, it was the best experience of 
my life and, in the future, I would consider a career which involved 
helping the elderly with their health and making them happy. 

“One of the challenges at the start was that I found it a bit 
scary visiting the patients’ rooms and talking to them. I soon 
got used to it and then I started really enjoying it. I loved 
going there and it was a highlight of my week. It was a big 
step for me as I am quiet and shy, but it was a great learning 
experience and it helped me become more confident.”

Conservation in Malaysia
In a new element of our Year 9 program this year,  
16 students and two staff members, Head of Science,  
Helen Silvester and Drama Teacher, Melanie McLean, 
embarked on our new World Challenge social service project 
in Malaysia. The purpose of this experience is to challenge 
students through authentic travel and a social service project  
that takes them off the beaten track.

After flying into Kuala Lumpur, our group travelled to the 
Cameron Highlands, a thriving agricultural area specialising  
in the production of tea and strawberries. They then headed 
by bus to the coast, and by boat to Pulau Perhentian Besar 
(big island) and the Bubbles Resort, where they spent a  
week working on the turtle conservation project. Students 
helped build a new nursery for the eggs to replace the  
former nursery which had contracted a fungal infection.  
They regularly checked the eggs for infection and treated 
those that were most affected. It was hard physical work, 
shovelling sand into buckets and carrying them 150 metres 
along the beach to the new nursery. They did this for four 
hours each afternoon as well as patrolling for new turtle nests 
or poachers in the evening. The group witnessed four large 
turtles lay eggs and a few others come onto the beach.  
They also scared off a number of poachers, and had the 
incredible opportunity of releasing over 60 turtle hatchlings into 
the ocean. In 30 years’ time (hopefully), those turtles released 
will return to the same beach to lay the next generation.

As Head of Science, Helen said she also benefited greatly 
from the experience as she was able to assist the main 
researcher on the island. “I loved the chance to contribute 

my biological knowledge to help address the fungal infection 
problem. My background in biochemistry was useful in 
understanding the small number of research papers out 
there, and as a result we had many great discussions.  
I came back reinvigorated in my love of Science and how  
it can cross all areas and cultures.

It is wonderful to see our staff continually learning and  
getting such enjoyment from their work, which is great  
role modelling for our students.

Intercultural understanding  
at the ‘top end’
For our Year 9 students who ventured to the ‘top end’ of 
Australia this year, their experiences of Indigenous culture 
and witnessing the wonder of this vast landscape has certainly 
left their mark. Over seven days, the ‘Mentone Mob’, 
affectionately named by the locals, explored the capital city, 
took part in a unique outdoor camp adventure at Kakadu 
and Litchfield National Parks, and participated in a series of 
intercultural activities designed to deepen their understanding 
and appreciation of ancient Indigenous cultures.

The first two days in Darwin focused on getting to know the city 
and learning about the cultural customs of Indigenous Australians. 
Students got ‘up close’ with a baby saltwater crocodile at 
Crocodylus Park, and learned about ‘bush tukka’ and medicines 
found in the plants along the Darwin foreshore. The guides, a 
local Larrikia elder and his children, enticed the students to taste 
the lemon-flavoured, crunchy ‘green ants’ – a favoured bush 
medicine to relieve stomach aches and sore throats. Students 
were captivated at their full day workshop at Nungalinya College 
designed to enhance their intercultural understanding and 
awareness of the ways of the Aboriginal people. 

The following three day camp was jam-packed with activities 
from dawn until dusk. Students experienced Kakadu’s 
wetland billabongs teeming with birdlife, and the rock art 
gorges where our camp guides shared ancient stories of the 
‘Dreaming’. The Mary River cruise was a highlight for many 
as they spotted large saltwater crocodiles or ‘salties’ lining 
the river banks. As always, the ‘top end’ put on a spectacular 
show at sunrise and sunset which provided some quiet time 
for personal reflection.

Year 9 is a crucial transition year as students prepare for VCE and future study and  
career pathways. We have designed our Year 9 curriculum, which includes our new 
Future Global Leaders program, to engage our students with an innovative curriculum 
that further expands their horizons. Our aim is to help them transition into their  
senior years with greater confidence, excited about making their own mark on the world.

year 9 and Beyond

Isabelle S focusing on   the big issues at City Cite

Experiencing the wonder  
  of Australia

Building the new  
   turtle nursery

Conservation is hard work!

Chloe S & Maddi F
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Bringing the House Down
The 2014 House Dance competition was an epic display of 
creativity, talent and quirky costumes. Kent took us on a walk 
through history, exploring a timeline of boy bands and sporting  
fake facial hair, double denim and more gel than is ever acceptable!  
Saints stole Barbie’s dog, acting as evil trolls and the comedy just 
kept coming. Grammar showed us ‘a night at the movies’ as a family 
fights over what to watch, from The Great Gatsby, Peter Pan and 
Grease, to Avatar and Batman. Winning team, McCowan, opened 
up a world where the tooth fairy exists with some exemplary 
dancing and fantastical costumes. 

Our Senior House Music competition was equally contested. 
Music Captains worked hard to create their beautiful main choral 
performances and smaller ensemble pieces. Our adjudicator this 
year was renowned Australian composer, Mark Puddy, who is  
also the resident composer and arranger for the Australian Girls’ 
Choir. Mark also generously provided our students with some 
invaluable tips during a two hour conducting workshop, and it  
was a delight to see our very own Willow Singers perform one  
of Mark’s compositions as a special feature of the House Music 
event. Congratulations to Kent House who were the victors on 
the day and Grammar student, Evangelia De, who won the Best 
Conductor Award.

Our Junior House Chorals event this year was extraordinary!  
The House Captains displayed musical expertise and true 
leadership, choosing appropriate fun songs and taking into 
consideration the interests and vocal ranges of their groups,  
as well as the technical difficulties of their repertoires. 

The choral theme was ‘songs from here and there’ and the lyrical 
unison set song, Snowgum, melted the hearts of the audience.

Grammar House Captains, Imogen G and Matisse W, chose  
Ding Dong! The Witch Is Dead! Kent House Captains, Carley G  
and Olivia E, selected Our Lips Are Sealed and said, “It was a 
challenge but it was all worth it when we saw the end result.  
We were so proud to see our House working so hard.”  
Ella H and Lucy K from McCowan elected Cartoon Heroes, and 
St Margaret’s House Captains, Maddisyn D and Wangshu M, 
embraced I’ve Got the Music in Me! 

Jessica Earle (2010), former student and Music Captain from 2010 
was invited back as adjudicator. She was truly impressed with the 
students’ musical abilities, and had a very difficult job in choosing the 
winner for the year. All of the Houses performed so well and came 
very close in scoring. Congratulations to St Margaret’s who came 
out trumps on the day with their energetic singing that made such 
an unforgettable impression on the adjudicator and the audience. 
Captains, Wangshu and Maddisyn said, “When we won, it felt 
amazing. We were so proud of our girls and the effort they put in.”

Nothing brings out House spirit more than our annual sporting 
carnivals. Both Junior and Senior competitions in swimming, cross 
country running and athletics see our students creating fantastic 
chants, supporting each other to achieve their best and rejoicing  
at every House success. Congratulations to all our House Captains 
for expertly leading their Junior and Senior House teams with 
pride, joy and great enthusiasm. 

The wonderful sense of creativity, determination and belonging that flows through 
our School is never more evident than during our student-led House activities 
where the leadership, inspiration, community and participation are all incredible to 
witness. Grammar to McCowan, Kent to St Margaret’s... you will always belong.

house sPiriT

Junior Swimming -  Grammar

Senior Swimming -  Kent

Junior Cross Country -  Grammar
Senior Cross Country -  Grammar
Junior Athletics -  Kent

Senior Athletics -  McCowan

House sport winners for 2014

Emily C & Chelsea D 
  joint senior champions

Ready... set...

Victorious McCowan captainsKelsey H & Stephanie W
  Winning Kent captains,  
   Caitlin C & Stephanie S

Saints in action

Who said cats don’t   like water?

Year 9 winning faces!

Joyful Saints,  
    Tara S & Caylin Q

Kent boy bands rock!

Grammar’s  ‘Avatar’

Eloise M singing for Saints
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The Parents’ Association (PA) has been extremely busy fulfilling its charter of 
friend, fun and fund raising. Whilst all parents and guardians are automatically 
members of the PA, we have a Committee of dedicated volunteers who 
generously contribute their time to PA activities throughout the year. 

ParenTs’ associaTion

An Anniversary Year
2014 kicked off with the extremely well attended Welcome 
Drinks for New Parents event, co-hosted with the School.  
It was wonderful to see the room filled to capacity with very 
social new parents – we might need a larger venue next year!

Without doubt, our premier event this year was the fabulous, 
glamorous celebratory dinner dance, ‘A Night Under the Stars’ 
held at Woodlands Golf Club to mark the School’s 115th 
Anniversary. The evening was very well attended by School 
Councillors, staff (past and present), Old Girls, parents and friends. 
Apart from the wonderful venue, the very talented Pearly Shells 
Swing Band, and the tasty food, there was an amazing display of 
fireworks – thanks to the generosity of the Hyper Group. What 
a truly remarkable evening under the stars. Our congratulations 
and gratitude go to co-ordinators, Kelli Dart-Fagan and Samantha 
Kitchen, for bringing this event to life in such a spectacular fashion.

As a PA, it was also our pleasure to provide refreshments for 
the popular Senior School production of The Lion, the Witch 
and the Wardrobe, and for the reimagined and very successful 
BIG ART – the ever popular sausage sizzle was a sell out! 
We also had the sausages sizzling at the Junior School Swim 
Carnival early in Term 1 to help feed hungry athletes and the 
enthusiastic parent cheer squad. On School Tour Days we 
served tea and coffee, and welcomed prospective parents  
to our School, a long standing tradition.

Our committee members and helpers this year continued 
with other regular initiatives including the Mother’s and 
Father’s Day Stalls, the wildly popular Junior School Disco, 
our ‘thank-you’ Staff morning tea in October, pie and mango 
drives and much more.

The PA is also very proud of our SOFIN (Support of Families in 
Need) initiative which offers assistance in many ways to families 
going through challenging times. Whilst we would be happy if 

SOFIN was never used, we are only too happy to have offered 
assistance this year a number of times to families who have 
sincerely appreciated the support provided.

As the end of the year drew close, back by popular demand was 
the Parents’ Association Christmas Lunch. This much anticipated 
event is a lovely, social way for parents and guardians of girls from 
ELC to Year 12 to come together to celebrate the end of another 
busy year. The great food, atmosphere and simply stunning views 
at the Beaumaris Motor Yacht Squadron provided the ideal venue.

Looking to next year, the PA is again working hard on 
preparations for our 2015 Summer Fair in March. There will be 
many ways for you to join in to make this a great event, and you 
can expect to hear from your Class Reps in the near future.

The PA is also proud to have contributed to half the cost of 
resurfacing the School gym floor, and providing a complete 
new set of quality, crested crockery. We will soon be deciding 
our next fundraising goals and welcome your input.

Thank you to all the PA Committee members: Jo Britton, 
Bernadette Crowe, Kelli Dart-Fagan, Julie Falconer,  
Alison Foulds, Belinda King, Ann King, Samantha Kitchen,  
Tiffany Middleton, Janine Mitchell, Steve Mole, Monique 
Poppelaars, Andrea Reiter, Kathy Smith, George Vassiliadis, 
Heather Wardlaw and the 2014 Class Reps for their wonderful 
support and ongoing initiatives to keep the whole school 
community involved and up to date with activities and events. 

The entire PA would also like to acknowledge the involvement of 
the School’s Community Development Manager, Vicki Goodwin, 
together with the co-operation of teaching, administration 
and grounds staff in helping make our events a success. 

If you would like more information on the PA, please contact 
us at pa@mentonegirls.vic.edu.au.

susan Begg and andrea cook 
Co-Presidents 

the PA can call for  
assistance and the invaluable,
         active network of...

‘Class Reps’ provide the  link to families across    the School.

The ‘Friends of the PA’  
 are a group of wonderful
       parents upon whom...
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Message from the Secretary
In 2014, the Mentone Girls’ Grammar Old Girls’ Club has been 
working towards two main goals; first and foremost, to engage 
past students to participate in the life and activity of our School, 
and secondly to support the School by giving back, so that current 
and future generations of Mentone Girls can benefit from the 
same opportunities which we were lucky enough to have.

This year’s events have provided wonderful opportunities for 
Old Girls to not only reconnect with their school friends, but 
to meet and socialise with new networks of Mentone Girls 
who are doing amazing things all over the world.

The School’s 115th Anniversary celebrations kicked off with 
a bang at the ‘A Night Under the Stars’ evening held at 
Woodlands Golf Club. A group of 1999 leavers, along with 
a number of Old Girls who are parents of current students, 
joined with the broader community to enjoy an evening of 
dancing, delicious food and spectacular fireworks. The ‘99 
group enjoyed the chance to catch up with much loved past 
teachers, Marilyn Wiber and Sandra Jackson. 

In May, over 130 students returned to their ‘old stomping 
ground’ for a Reunion Day which combined peer years 1974, 
1984, 1994, 2004, 2009 and 2013. The Remarkable Women 
event held in June saw the induction of four incredible Old Girls 
into the Mentone Girls’ Grammar Remarkable Women Hall of 
Fame. Dr Sarah Miller, Dulcie Boling, Jo Cavanagh OAM and Zoë 
Badwi were recognised for their outstanding contributions to 
their fields of endeavour in Australia and around the world.  
Our Heritage High Tea in July invited our longest standing Old 
Girls to join us for a lovely event held at the School. 

The second key aim of the Old Girls’ Club is to help 
support various initiatives which contribute to the nurturing, 
innovative, creative and supportive environment in which we 
were lucky enough to learn. This year the Club supported the 
launch of the Mentone Girls’ Grammar Enterprise Fund, and 
also helped to support the recording of the School’s rich and 
interesting history through an oral interviews project with 
prominent figures such as the late Aileen Darke, Val Tarrant, 
Jennifer Burrowes, and past Principals, Janice Douglas and 
David Hunt. Finally, the Club is proud to continue its support 
of the Mentone Girls’ Grammar School Scholarship Fund, 
which provides scholarships to girls of refugee backgrounds. 

This year’s committee has consisted of a small yet passionate 
group of women who are committed to fostering the connections 
Mentone Girls have with their School. The club would like to thank 
committee members Chrissy Slater (Treasurer), Gayle Neylan 
(Archivist), Lauren O’Toole, Krystal Unwin, Leanne Fink,  
Nicole Grant, Doone Earney, Jan Stanley, Cleo Bold, Tamara 
Palfrey and Lauren Young for their contributions this year.  
Our sincere thanks go to associate member, Marilyn Wiber  
for her continued hard work, and to Vicki Goodwin who  
facilitates the link between our School and the Old Girls’ Club. 

Next year we are excited to be developing some new directions, 
and to thrive under the guidance of passionate leadership.  
We aim to further increase participation at meetings and events, 
and urge our Old Girls to consider joining the committee.  
We hope to see some new faces at next year’s Annual General 
Meeting in March to help our Club continue its important work 
in supporting and staying connected to our wonderful School. 

Keli david 
Secretary 

Reunion Day 
Our special annual Reunion Day brings together Old Girls 
from milestone peer years to celebrate how much they have 
achieved since starting their education at our wonderful 
School. They reminisce about the friendship, fun and defining 
moments they shared within these grounds.   

At this year’s event, friendships were rekindled and new ones 
formed as the Old Girls perused old photos and memorabilia, 
and pooled their memories to piece together what had 
changed around the campus and what had not. Our 2015 
event promises to be another wonderful occasion. 
Gather your ‘old friends’ and secure your tickets today. 

2015 reunion day 
Date: Saturday 23 May 2015
Time: 11.30am
Cost: $35.00
Bookings:  www.trybooking.com/FUEP
RSVP:  Monday 18 May 2015

The peer years invited to attend this Reunion Day are:

1 Year (2014), 5 Years (2010), 10 Years (2005), 20 Years 
(1995), 30 Years (1985) and 40 Years (1975).

An important part of our Reunion Day is our Reunion 
Champions who rally their year level to attend. We are calling 
for volunteers from each year level. If you would like to be a 
Reunion Champion, please contact Marilyn Wiber on either 
(+613) 9581 1200 or mwiber@mentonegirls.vic.edu.au.

A special  
50 Year Reunion
At the end of 2013, we held a 
special event for our 1963 peer 
group who celebrated their 50 year 
milestone. As many were not able 
to attend the earlier combined 
reunion, an afternoon tea was 
held later in the year. Pat Callinan 
was the Reunion Champion and 
amazingly located 26 of the 32 
students from the peer year with a 
few enthusiastic visitors flying from 
interstate. Some of the group had 
met at the 25th and 30th reunions, 
but many had not seen each other 
for 50 years! The Old Girls joined 
current staff for a touching recital 
of the School song.

old girls’ cluB

Aline Darke Heritage High Tea 
The Heritage High Tea invites our longest standing Old Girls to a very special event 
which celebrates the role they have played in our history. This year’s event was in 
honour of the late Aline Darke who was a treasured Old Girl from the Class of 1930. 
A video of Aline reflecting on her school days and the way the School influenced her 
career moved the audience. Aline has left the School a bequest to show her support  
of the education and opportunities that we provide to young women.

Past Principal, David Hunt, attended the High Tea to present his new autobiography 
Wordly; of babies and bathwater. The morning provided an opportunity for new and 
renewed friendships and to see the School as it is today. 

Monday 9 February  
Old Girls’ Club Committee Meeting, 6.00pm 
Mentone Girls’ Grammar Boardroom

Monday 16 March  
Old Girls’ Club Committee Meeting, 6.00pm 
Mentone Girls’ Grammar Boardroom

Monday 27 April  
Old Girls’ Club Annual General Meeting, 6.00pm 
Rose Function Room

Monday 11 May  
Old Girls’ Club Committee Meeting, 6.00pm 
Mentone Girls’ Grammar Boardroom

Saturday 23 May  
Reunion Day, 11.30am 
Prudence Lewty Hall

Monday 24 August  
Old Girls’ Club Committee Meeting, 6.00pm  
Mentone Girls’ Grammar Boardroom

Monday 7 September  
Old Girls’ Club Committee Meeting, 6.00pm 
Mentone Girls’ Grammar Boardroom

Thursday 15 October  
Heritage High Tea, 10.30am 
Cobbalanna Senior College

Monday 26 October  
Old Girls’ Club Meeting, 6.00pm 
Mentone Girls’ Grammar Boardroom

Key Dates for 2015

Past Principal Jan Douglas
reminiscing with 
some Old Girls

Principal, Fran Reddan with 
special guests from 1963

Old friends together

Verna Cook &  
   Moys Sinclair (1938) Kimberley Kinghorn (née  

Frankland) (1986) & Tanya Carroll 
            (née Reukers) (1986)
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What’s News?
stephanie frommer (2009)

After our very own Daryl McGrath encouraged Stephanie 
into the stream of Business, she went on to complete a 
Business and Commerce degree, majoring in Marketing. She 
then successfully applied for a program run by a company in 
Japan, the Uniqlo Manager Candidate (UMC), which develops 
young people as innovators and business leaders. Stephanie 
underwent intensive training, living in Singapore and Japan for 
six months. In 2014, Stephanie opened the first Uniqlo retail 
store in Australia as an Assistant Manager in Melbourne’s  
CBD. Stephanie will soon be commencing an MBA.

Kerry smith (1992) 

After graduating from Mentone Girls’ Grammar, Kerry 
studied a Bachelor of Science majoring in Ecology and 
Zoology, before going on to do post-graduate studies in 
Fisheries Management at the Australian Maritime College 
in Tasmania. Kerry works for the Australian Fisheries 
Management Authority in Canberra, and is currently 
seconded to the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries 
Commission (WCPFC) in Pohnpei in the Federated States  
of Micronesia, working on fisheries management issues  
mainly relating to compliance and enforcement. 

elizabeth Tosh (2008)

We are pleased to announce that Elizabeth received a 
Department of Occupational Therapy Award  from  
Monash University for her leadership skills and citizenship. 

cassandra neylan (2011)

Cassandra is currently studying an Honours degree of the 
Bachelor of Physiotherapy and upon completing her second 
year, has received a Monash University award for achieving 
the highest aggregate mark. Congratulations, Cassandra! 

Marriages
carl and sally strautins  
(née wiber) (1997)

On 28 December 2013, 
Sally married Carl Strautins 
from Sydney, at Meribee 
country property on the south 
coast of NSW. The service was conducted by Reverend 
Philippa Lohmeyer-Collins. Three former Mentone Girls’ 
Grammar students were bridesmaids including Sally’s sister 
Kirsten James (née Wiber, 1991), Felicity Mayne (1997) and 
Lisa-Maree David (1997).

Births 
Becky Johnston  
(née Potter) (1996) 

Becky and her husband 
David welcomed a new 
daughter, Alice Elizabeth,  
into their family, sister to 
Henry and granddaughter 
to our beloved previous 
School Chaplain, Father 
Mick Potter.

 
 

Kristen wheeler (née doyle) (1998) 

Kristen and husband Tim added another little girl to their 
family on 3 September 2013. Darcie Alice was born weighing 
a healthy 9lb 11oz, and is the adored little sister of Maeve. 

samantha wade (née vause) (1999) 

Samantha and her husband Luke welcomed a gorgeous little 
boy, Charlie Louis, on 6 November 2013 weighing 7lb 8oz.

verra fulton (née ng) (1999) 

Verra and her husband Steve are very excited to announce 
the birth of their beautiful baby boy, William Issac.

Deaths 
aline darke oaM (1930)

It is with great sadness that we farewelled a wonderful  
Old Girl and staunch supporter of our School, Aline Darke, 
this year. At the age of 93, Aline passed away peacefully  
on 8 March. Aline was a leader in philanthropy and raising 
money for charities in Melbourne over many years, and she 
was described as having a talent for business, networking,  
and bringing people in and making them feel appreciated. 

Marjorie Jean coffey (1931) 

Marjorie Jean Coffey sadly passed away on 1 January  
and is greatly missed by her family and friends.

gwen cadwallader 

Gwen Cadwallader was a long serving past staff member 
of the School who taught part-time for more than 20 years. 
Gwen sadly passed away on 29 July.
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Zoë Badwi

old girls’ cluB reMarKaBle woMen

Zoë BadwiZoë
Badwi1996

Zoë Badwi is loving her life in the 
spotlight. As a singing sensation, 
Zoë has stormed the impossibly 
difficult and unforgiving music 
industry and made a lasting 
impression with her vocal talents 
and dynamic stage presence.
At school, Zoë remembers dreaming of a future on stage 
but admits she had no idea how to make it happen.

“All I knew then was that I loved singing and performing and 
I understood it. Mentone Girls’ Grammar encourages you 
to be your own person. I wasn’t an academic genius or an 
angel, but I remember the beautiful campus and the caring 
teachers, and the way they would help you learn by your 
mistakes. They had a way of guiding you, rather than ruling 
you, and that was very important to me.”

After leaving school, Zoë joined the ABC and had a role in 
the series Raw FM. She played the character of an aspiring 
singer – funny that! Her first real break happened when she 
teamed up with girl band, Sirens, launching her career with 
two Australian top ten hits.

In 2008, after branching off to pursue her solo career, 
Zoë’s debut single, Release Me, became the hit record of 
the summer. It dominated the number one spot on the 
ARIA Club Chart for 12 weeks, earning her an ARIA and 
APRA nomination. To this day it is still played extensively 
worldwide. Throughout 2009, the magic continued as her 
collaboration with TV ROCK, In The Moment and Don’t 
Wancha, blitzed the Top 10 of the ARIA Club Chart and 
firmly cemented her as a major talent in the industry.

In 2010, she produced the anthemic triple platinum record, 
Freefallin’, that stormed its way into the top 10 ARIA Singles 
and Airplay Charts, topping the ARIA Club and iTunes 
Dance Charts, and clocking up over two million video views 
on YouTube. It also scored Zoë a prestigious APRA Award 
in the Dance Release of the Year category.

With creative talent behind her like ‘The Squared Division’ 
who directed and choreographed her video clip, Zoë has 
been in good hands. The duo also worked with the likes 
of Britney Spears, Ke$ha, X Factor and American Idol. 
“I feel so lucky, I just can’t believe that I can get up on 
stage and sing a song that I’ve written and there’s 40,000 
people shouting the words right back at me. It is the most 
incredible feeling.” Freefallin’ also grabbed the attention 
of top labels around the world including Warner Music 

UK and Sony Music France, but it was the prolific Atlantic 
Records in the US who signed Zoë in 2010.

Since then, her stardom has continued to rise with more 
top 20 ARIA hits and her highly anticipated self-titled 
album, Zoë. She has spent time touring Australia and 
performed all over the world including Brazil, UK, USA, 
and throughout Europe. She has signed publishing deals to 
write songs for other performers, and has added acting  
to her portfolio with numerous television appearances.

Zoë has since enjoyed continued success, with her most 
recent track, Torches. She was asked to create this track  
as the Official Anthem of this year’s Sydney Mardi Gras. 
The track sees Zoë pairing up with fellow Australian 
producers, Denzal Park, for the first time since her 
triple-platinum selling hit, Freefallin’ in 2011. Torches first 
premiered as part of Mardi Gras’ official season trailer 
video on YouTube, and was then used as the soundtrack for 
this year’s Mardi Gras season events which were attended 
by hundreds of thousands of people from around Australia 
and from overseas. It is one of the largest festivals in the 
world, and is one of Australia’s biggest tourist draw cards 
in terms of economic impact. Zoë also performed the track 
for the first time live at the Mardi Gras parade after-party 
in front of over 30,000 partygoers.

Zoë says that one of the most 
important things that she learned at 
Mentone Girls’ Grammar was how 
to conduct herself. “I didn’t realise 
at the time just how important it 
would be to learn how to hold your 
own and behave in so many different 
situations – and believe me I’ve seen 
them all!”
Zoë’s advice to current students is simple. “The hardest 
part is finding your dream – but once you have, just keep 
chasing it. There will be people who will knock you down 
along the way. The trick is not to let them win, to work 
hard and prove them wrong.” The reward, declares Zoë,  
is living your own dream.

If you have a spare hour or two on a regular 

basis and would like to help us with a range  

of Old Girls’ activities, please contact 
Marilyn Wiber via email:  
mwiber@mentonegirls.vic.edu.au

Please send us your career and personal news; 

we would be delighted to hear from you.  

Also, remember to check our official Facebook 

profile (www.facebook.com) or the School 

website for all our latest activities, and please 

send any changes to your email or postal 

deatails to: oldgirls@mentonegirls.vic.edu.au.

Keep in Touch

Becky & baby Alice

Carl & Sally Strautins
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